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Introduction 
·There are numerous investigations on the chemistry of the humus layer 
.)f natural terrestrial ·soils in Seandinavia (see, e.g., Hesselman l 926, Lind-
quist 1938 a and b, Mattson & Koutler-Andersson 1941-54, Arnborg 1943, 
Julin 1948, Malmström 1949, Sjörs 1954, Låg & Mork 1959, Linnermark 
1960). A large number of peats have also been analysed, although mainly 
in: areas drained for cultivation; thus i t is difficult to use the· wealth of 
figures obtained (see Osvald 1937 pp. 219-232). These data lack~ suitable 
basis for comparison, as some of them are given only as parts per unit dry 
weight, others as tons per ha (to a depth of 20 cm). Malmström's valnes, 
and some of the. others, are computed per unit of humus content. -Very 
numerous data are available from virgin peats in Finland (Puustjärvi 195'2, 
1955, 1956, 1957, 1959, 1960; Kaila 1956 a, b, c, 1958; Kaila & Kivekäs '1956; 
Kaila, Kivekäs, Virri & Kivinen 1957; Kivekäs & Kaila 1957; Kivekäs 1958: 
etc.). 
During the present investigation I was trying to find a method of sampling 
and a way of expres·sing the results that could allow a fairly sound com-
parrson of the analytical data for ecological purpose rboth w'ithin ·and be-
tween the diUeren:t krinds of humus- mor, mull, and pea:t of varyiing struc.: 
ture. By sampling the humus layer under a wide variety of vegetation types; 
material was ·collected ,iJilustrating the lfelation between vegetat'ion, humus 
types and some physical and chein:ical properties of the latter. A procedure 
was worked out and various analytical methods tested. An attempt was 
also made to compare analyses on fresh and dried aliquots of the same 
soil sample. However, the possibilities of working up soi'ls immediately were 
limited, so nearly half the soUs have only been analysed in the dry state 
(in some cases fresh pH was öbtained). For various reasons, e.g. insufficient 
quantity of sample, the analytical scheme was not applied in full to all 
samples. 
Different analytical methods of varying accuracy were used in several 
cases, especially for Ca. In spite of the tentative charader of the investiga-
tion, 'the figures obtained may be regarded as sufficiently comparable to 
justify their publication. There is a discouraging lack of good reproduci-
bility in chemical humus analysis. (The apparent exception of pH is mainly 
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due to the logarithmic character of the pH scale.) High accuracy is however 
of little value when one is dealing with a heterogeneons material so ea•sily 
subject to unpredictab'le changes as humus, and is unnecessary for ordinary 
ecological comparisons. 
Chemical factors affect plants according to both intensity (aC'tivity, ten-
sion) and capacity (quantity). Two ways of expressing concentrations h·ave 
been chosen, viz. per unit of loss on ignition, and per unit of soil volume. 
The former gives a fairly good representation of the intensity of the chemi-
cal factor in question, because mineral grains present in the humus layer 
may largely be regarded as a comparatively inactive actmixture to the humus 
colloids. Possibly a still better intensity expression for an exchangeable 
cation is the ra:Ho to to tall exchangeable cations (J enny & Ayers 1939), bu t 
the accuracy of the latter value i's, in the present investigation, frequently 
too low to permit this calculation. 
Concentration per unit s'Oil volume indicates roughly the magnitude of 
the supply in the soil, even if it is in many cases only partly avaHable to 
plants. But as the contents of most nutrients decrease downward in the 
soil profile to di1ffering degrees, an integrated figure for the rhizospher,e or 
the whole soi'l profile would be preferable for this purpose. Of. Gjems, 
Holstener-Jörgensen, Karlsson, C. O. Tamm & Troedsson 1960. It would 
require the analysis of at least 4--6 samples in each profile and is thus 
feasible only in special investigations or for laboratories with great re-
sources. The analysis of a whole soil core is a useful substitute in arable 
soils, but natural soi'ls are usually too strongly stratified for this simplified 
method. 
A single sample, even if taken from the most representative and pre-
surnably most active part of the humus layer, cannot give evidence of the 
development of the humus. Even the analysis of a sequence of sampJe,s 
through the humus layer would be inadequate for this purpose. It is hardly 
feasible to study the dyrrarnie aspect of humus formation by chemical 
methods alone. Humus stratification is not simply formation of consecutive 
strata ( Romeli 1945). The dyrramism must therefore a'lso be investigated 
by other methods than pure analysis, e. g. micro-structural and micro-
biological investigation and studies of experimental or historical evidence. 
A's objections against the use of ignition loss for calculations, one may 
think of the presence of inorganic colloids acting as ion exchangers, and 
possibly of minerals that will dissolve during certain analytical operations. 
In both cases the resu'lts on the ignition loss basis will be particular ly high 
in soHs of low humus content. The exchange capacity of clay minerals is 
smaller than that of humus, by weight, and the content of colloidal clay is 
very much less than the humus oontent, except in the few clayey mull 
samples. In clayey mulls of very low ignition loss, resuHs may on this 
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account appear much too high, if expressed on the ignition loss basis. In 
humus-rich or sandy mulls the clay effect is less. lt would cause great diffi-
culty to determine the exchange capacity of the mineral component sepa-
rately, and the results would be rather unreliable, because in the natural 
state clay and humus cooperale closely in ion adsorption. Moreover, collodial 
inorganic matter contributes to some extent to the ignition loss, which 
counteracts the effect mentioned above. 
The effect of soluble minerals, if present, is possibly considerable regard-
ing total phosphorus, which is detel'mined by extraction with hydrochloric 
acid of the residue after ignition. There are a few very high total phosphorus 
values (Nos. 208, 128) which may be explained this way. Influence of 
an~ma:ls (hird droppings, etc.) is al•so possible, in particular in hardwood 
groves. However, any add-soluble phosphate present in the root zone of 
plants may be regarded as availab'le in the long run. - Regarding CaCOa 
see p. 13. 
These considerations involve no objektions when the contents are expressed 
on the volume basis. Of the two samples mentioned, No. 208 (Table 2, örup 
elm-wood) is rich in day; the values for phosphorus and cations become 
more moder•ate if expressed on the volume basi•s. In No. 128 (Table 3) 
the volmne was not determined hut it •seems likely that figures on the 
volume basis would be stil'l hrigher. This ·sample is fairly rich in humus, 
and a clay mineral effect would therefore be small. Mineral or animal phos-
phate mayweil be present in these and some other cases. 
The field work was mainly done in 1953-55, in different parts of Sweden 
vi<sited mainly for other purposes. Additional samples were collected in 
1959. Mrs. Gunnel Sjörs, fil. kand., aided in the recording of vegetation and 
soi'l profiles. The analyses were carried out in the Laboratory of Plant 
Eco'logy of the Botanical Museum, Lund, and l•ater on at the Royal School 
of Forestry, Stockholm 51, where the study was completed. At Lund, tech-
nical assistance was given by Miss Signe Kerwall, Mrs. Gunn Hansson and 
Mrs. Inna Mathiesen. In an early 1stage of the investigation, the Beckman 
spectrophotometer and part of the Kje'ldahl apparatus of the Institute of 
Plant Physiology, Lund, were kindly placed at my disposal by Prof. Hans 
Burström. Some commercial analyses were performed at Statens lantlbruks:. 
kemiska kontrollanstalt (laboratories at Kristianstad and Stockho'lm). I 
al•so owe my special thank•s to Mr. Nils Malnie'r, fiL lic., Lund; Prof. Carl 
OlÖf Tamrn, Stockholm, and Dr. EviHe Gol'ham, Tor,öhto, for aid and dis:. 
cussion. The manliscript was kihdly revised by the l•atter; 
Financial support was generously supplied by the Field Resear~ch Grahts 
of Lund University, the Royal Physiographkal Society, Lund, the Swedish 
N a tur al Science Research Council, and the Fund for Forest Research. 
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Distinction of humus types 
Th~. most reliaJ_ble criteri:a of :the dis:tinction between mor and muN are 
rwt .·the chemical properties as such .but the bio-ecological conditions on 
which they depend (Romell 193~, 1934, 1935, 1944, 1953, Stålfelt 1960 pp. 
143-148). Neither chemical nor micro-ecological conditions can be readily 
determined in the field, but a system that a'llows direct designatrion of the 
humus type i·s indispensable in field studies. We therefore have to use pedo-
morp4ologicai appearance for the field determination. In the present in~ 
vesUgation the samples have no•t been sorted according to the results of the 
analyses, but classified without regard to the latter. 
· The .. humus layer was regarded and cllassified as a whol,e, aceording to 
its· pedo-morphology. The classif.ication. was always done in the field, af ter 
the upper part of the soii profile had been examined and sampled. The 
three cot:lective >types of humus 'llayer 'to which aU samples have been re-
ferred are mor (duH, raw humus), mulll, 1and peat. A numlber of the sampie!s 
re:present aberrant types only referable •to the main >groups with some diffi~ 
cutty. Types not at all referable to these groups also exrist under some 
Swedish natuml vegetation but have not been studied. 
Humus accumulated,as growing deposits in wet sites is regarded as peat 
(~lllhough acoumulation ofpeat can beinterrupted; so the deposits are not 
always growing at present). The other types of humus do not accumulate 
a.fti:li" equilibrium between deposition and decomposition is reached, except 
on certain s.ites in very cool or we t elimate s, and are developed ·on terres-
iri:d ·( orsemi-terrestrial) si tes. 
·In mull the organic component is closely united with the fine mineral 
fr~ctions, but the amount of the latter may be small in many cases, The 
coHoid· structure in mull i!s aggregate (not always coarsely, as in the typiea1l 
HUlJ!b strudur.e due to large earthworms). Poorly decomposed organic 
l1laterial isvisibiy present only to a small extent, except sometimeson the 
sur{ace. In con trast, mor· shows poor in corporation of mineral· grains ·(if 
pre§ent), a non-aggregate colloid state; and usually ·much poorly de(}_om-
pos:ed organic fragments except in the lower H horizon (if present}. Th~ 
properties ·q f ·mor are· l ar gel y du e to fur1gal . decomposition. and pres€'nc.e Q f 
Jtyi;l:lg and moreor less fragll1entated deadmy·celia, whereas mull is r!c):lj:g 
ha.~t~:t:ta frt)qUel1UY :~l:ll.b~d4~9jiJ: .§lill1Y c::aps1Jlt:ls· 9f _gela.~i,non§ ~~-~I:~ta. TJre 
different proportions. öf .adsorbed l110J:lovalent and bivalent (?:lti~ITS i::g.illOJ 
and mull,- and also·the different secondary products from the decompos4tion 
ofhigh-mol·ecular substances, account to some extent for the differenoe in 
colloid 'Siructure. 
Thus the pedo-morphological criteria are strong'ly related to the bio-
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ecologica'l properties. Their relationship to the chemica'l propect.ies, Iong 
well-known, is also clearly demon<strated in the present investigation. 
Most of the mor samples consist of more or less pure humus with insig-
n~ficant mineral conten t. Some contain mineral gmins, chiefly S"and, but are 
still essential'ly mor. No. 130 is a subalpine humus soil inrtermediate betw~en 
mor and bog hummock peat. No. 186, from oak forest, is structuraUyjrlter-
mediate to mu'l'l; how ev er it proved to be a mo re typical mor chemically. , 
Mull rs used here for various kinds of »mild humus» tb.at are not mqr, 
but may perihaps be classed beside and not wi•thin the mull proper in a 
rnore elaborate system of humus layer types. 
The rnul1l type of humus layer is thus ~not onrly represenled by »typ'i.cah 
mulls of fairly low humus percentage (usually 8-24 % ignition loss) and 
with a weil developed crumb srtructure due to large earthworms. There are 
good reasons ;to include among the muUs also types of· humus layer devi-
ating erther in less wel'l-developed crumb structure (of. Sj örs 1954 p. 68) , 
or in fair ly high humus percentage by weight ( ibid. p. 70). These two 
deviating characters may be combined,. bu t there also exist mulls with poor 
structure and a low or medium content of humus, as weil as highly hurnous 
mulls with excellent crumb -s'tructure. Mostofthese cases must be regarded 
as representing ·sub-types of mull, not as transitions to mor pedo-morpholog-
icalrly. Also ltheir chemlical properties fal:I within the range of vari1ation of 
mull and frequently outside that of most Swedish mors. This evident from 
the present material as weil as from the determinations in Sjörs 1954 (Table 
13 p. 120). 
Mull, _as un<dersto:od here, inC'ludes also forinst·ance subalpine mild humus 
(No. 141; cf. Du Rietz 1945); a peculiar dark humus (No. 154)developed 
over weathered alum shales 'and containing fossil carboniZ!ed organic matter; 
thin dark- humus under meadow vegetation on ·dry -rock1S -(~os; 17/j, -178, 
126); and the types. designated »fat mulh and »r•a:w mu'lh by LindqQist 
0938_a and b) and ·Juli!J. (1948). 
· _ Several mull sampl·es cont•ained as much as about 40-:-60%-combustible 
m'atter; on the other hand, a_ sandy mull showed as little as _7 % ignitiop_ 
loss·, I t is emphasized tlHtt, for ·Sweden·at least, n~ither ·the volume· weight 
nor : tb,e · igni~ton·.loss ·or _ l:mmus content -·shpuld decicie · whethet. a· sampl-e 
_$'hmlld be denoted -~s :Ihor·or_ -mulL _- .- _ _ · · -- · ·· · · · · . _--
· ·The· s:b~ternents_, aboye :selJf-:evid~n-tly- do nQ.t exclude th.e· exi_!ften,-ce: Qf~.\i;"JI~ 
t_ra~_siti_on~ :.betw:e~t\ .. mor an-c:l.·nnlH,: In . .th~ pr:es-e.-nt m~teri:tl_;~ the .:m.o:r .-l-8.6 
{T·;:tble .l}; frQm' o~k,- fo.:rest; • and_- tl:t~- m11ll 188 :(-Table- 2;: pos_sibly also·:NQ. 
200), from beech forest, are ex,amples of transitional c•ases. 
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Sampling 
Simple sampling cylinders were made from ordinary thinwalled tins cut 
down 'to a height of 4 or 2 cm. The lower edge was sharpened as much as 
possible to cut small roots, a:rrd straightened if damaged by hard objects. 
Such a todl is easy to prepare and cheap to replace when worn out. After 
the vegetation arid litter had been removed, the sampler was pressed down 
with a rotating movement. lf moderate p!'essure was not sufficient, the 
sampler was helped down by cutting vertrically around its edge with a knife. 
When filled, the ,sampler was dug up and the soil core was cut off Ievel at 
its lower end wi'th the knife. The contents were then transferred to a poly-
thene hag. This was repeated 3-5 times for each sHe, and the pflimary 
samples were mixed. 
The sample was usually taken between 2 and 6 cm below the surface in 
peats and muHs (in thin l·ayers, between 1 and 5 cm or between O and 4 
ciri). In thin mors i t was of,ten necess·ary to tak e a larger number of 2 cm 
slices. The accuracy of the volume is low in samples of mors and some 
loose peats. The vo'lume of the total sample need not exceed 0.3 l for mulls 
hut 'this is insufficient for mors and peats, at least 0.5 l being desirable. 
Treatment of samples and water determination 
In some · cases i t was of interest to know the original water content M a 
sample, for instance if it was taken at saturated field ca:pacity or at wilting 
point. The waJter content of aU samples extracted in the fresh state had also 
to be determined. Samples of wet peat could safely be packed in airtight 
polythene bags for some time, but not samples of nioi·sf terrestria1  huinus. 
lf wa:ter content is desired for such a sample, it should be weighed almost 
at once; if not dea:lt with immediately, it should be kept in a container 
that is not completely aii'tight, to prevent ana:erobic fermeirttatibn. AU fresh 
samples ~ought to be stored in· a cool pMce, preferil'bly a refrigerator, and 
anallyzed without much delay~ Mol's;. and gener.any· humus f töm dry si tes, 
s·eeni to be less· tiable tö ch ange than· damp· mu•lh;, as· also· found by Gorhain 
(1953 a, p. 128). 
The sample was weighed and well mixed, and portions were t~aken out 
for analysis of fresh material (on e subsample for pH and one for each 
ex:traction with electrolyte solution). L~arge roots and pebbles were removed. 
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The remainrs were weighed again. From the ratio between the two weighings 
and the original volume, the volume of the remairring part was calcullated. 
The remarins were then 'spread in a thin layer, dried quickly at about 20-
300 C and weighed as air-dry. The loss in weight gives the water conrtent. 
Then the remairring part of the sample was disintegr.ated and worked 
through a 2 mm sieve. The roots and gr,avel not p•as,sing through were 
dis·c•arded. If pebbies and •gravel were presen•t, their weight and volume were 
subtracted from those of the s•ample before calculations. No correction wrus 
made for roots, hut large roots and dense root mats were avoided during 
sampling. 
The material passing the sieve was mixed and used for analY'ses of dried 
material, indludring ignition, determination of phosphorus and micro-Kjel-
dahl combustion for nitrogen. 
A modi:fication has been used for peats from Ireland (to be published 
in a future paper jointly wi·th E. Gorham). The fre,sh peat wa's placedin a 
hydranlic filtering press and part of the water was squeezed f•rom it and 
analysed separately. 
Analytical remarks 
Water extract pH. To one volume of sorl enough water was added to 
make up to a total of two volumes (Knutson in Malmström 1949). After 
shaking for several hours and fiHering, pH was de'termined in the filtrate 
with a glas•s electrode. 
Dried soill frequently gave a lower pH than the same soil extracted fresh 
( Fig. l). For unknown re.asons this occurred especially strongly in the 
samples taken during the very dry summer of 1959. The effect is most 
frequent in mull and peat. PearsaN & Lind (1941) and Pearsall (1952) 
reporled increasing acidity on drying of peats, aseroibed to effects of oxida-
tion. Kivekäs (1958), on the contrary, found a rise in pH of acid peat after 
drying and grinding, pos,sibly due to release of H4N+ ions. 
Brown's metod. Although this method has been deseribed in earlier papers 
(Brown 1943, Gorham 1953 a p. 129, Sjövs 1954 pp. 72-74, Malmer in Mal-
mer & Sjörs 1955 p. 51), a few more words ought to be said about its chemi-
cal significance. According to this method, exchangeable hydrogen and metal 
ions are determined by the pH displacement in extracts made with normal 
ammonium acetate and acetic acid solutions, respedively. 
3 
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Fig. 1. pH in wafer extraels of fresh and dried portions of the samples. The dried samples 
are frequently considerably more acid. 
Ammonium acetate solution shows two equilibri.a: 
H N+ <---H N +H+. H+ +CH3COO- ~ CH3COOH 4 -->3 , -, 
Both dissociations have almost exactly the same di·ssociation constant. 
The solution is thus neutml, but tends to lose more ammonria than acetic 
acid on standing. The stock solution should therefore be adjusted closely to 
pH 7.00 before u sing (it is not necessary to keep i t exactly at normal con-
centration l. It should be kept 'in .co'a>ted or plastic botHes, because it takes 
up sodium from ordinary glass boUles. 
When thi·s strong solution i•s in contact with small amounts of humus, 
all kinds of ions revel'sibly adsorbed vrill be almost quanti'tatively exchanged 
with H4N+ or CH3COO- ions. The exchange ca:pacri·ty for anions is very 
low in humus, so mainly cations are released. If H+ ions are released, most 
of them will combine wHh CH3COO- ions as stated above, which favoul's 
the completeness of the exchange. However, a small part of the H+ ions 
released remain free in equilibroium with the excess acetic acid, and pH is 
therefore lowered to a small but easi·ly measurable extent. The decreas•e 
in pH is then compared wi·th the decrease eaused by adding small amounts 
of H+ as 0.1 N HCl to a portion of the pure ammonium acetate solution. 
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Metal ioll!s are aiso released by the ammonium acetate solution. The solu-
tion thus loses H4N+ ions also .in exchange for metal ions, hut the effect 
of thi:s on the equili'brium is negligible if smal'l amount'S of humus are used. 
Only in cases where there are no or very few exohangeab1le H+ ions hut a 
great quan'tity of metal ions, could the effeot be a measurah'le rise in pH; 
hut in most cases when ;suoh a rise occur,s it i,s main'ly or p·a~tly due to 
dissolved oavbonate (see below). 
Adsovbed anions decreas·e the acetate concentration OD!ly sHghtly when 
released, and are without measurable effect. Soluh'le neutral s•alts in low 
concentrations do not affect the equilibrium. 
If CaOOa is present, it wil'l slowly di·S'solve, because earhorrate ions are 
used up: 
This leads to a rise in pH. Therefore, soils containing OaCOs show > 
100 % »neutral,ization». The attack on OaOOs is not vligourous and often 
incompl·ete, and the total content of Ca (exchangeable and carbonate) can-
not be estimated from the extraCJt1s in these c·ases. 
Normal acetic acid is weak.ly di,ssociated •and shows a pH of 2.3. Its H+ 
ion activity is thus only 0.005 and it is not very powerful as an .ion exchange 
so'lution. However, the H+ ions ar·e s.trongiy adsorbed by humus, in exchange 
for metal ions. Part of the adsorbed H+ ions are repiaced from the reaction 
CH3COOH :::; CH3COO- + H+ 
The decrease in H+ ion activity is thus smaller than, hut dependent on 
the amount of exchanged or d!i:ssolved meta:l ions in exces's over dissolved 
anions of acids stronger than acetic ·acid. According to Brown, this meta·l 
ion excess is estimated fl'om the rise in pH, by means of pH values obt,ained 
dur'ing addHion of 0.1 N NaOH to a portion of the pure acetic acid solution. 
In the .case of a calcareous sample, acetic acid wil'l usua:lly dissolve smaH 
grains of CaCOs completely; if so, thi·s oaloium will add to the exchanged 
cations. 
I1t follows from the aibove fuat the humus sample used for extraction 
should be small. Its humus content should not be much more than l g for 
50 ml of ex:tractant. However, the humus and water coll!tent can only be 
roughly guessed at thi's stag e of the 'anal y sis of a fresh s•ample; therefore 
the amount of humus taken will vary considera!bly. Using fresh soils, the 
amounts of both soil and extradant are preferably doubled beoause H is 
difficu'lt to take out very small samples from fresh soil in a representative 
way. 
After filtering ( centrifuging is perhaps prefemble) pH was determined 
very carefully ( two decimal1S) in small parts of the ex,trmcts, and fitted in 
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on pH curves from newly made acid or bruse titrations of the extractants. 
The percentage of »neutralizati·on» ( Sjörs 1954 p p. 73, 130), or pereentage 
met:al ion satumtion (Piper 1950 p. 154), could more precisely be defined 
as the per,cen:tage of the exchange complex saturated with meta!l cations in 
exces's over anions. When detel'mined by Brown's method i t is equal to: 
or 
100 · acetic acid tiJtration Vlalue 
sum of both titration valnes 
100 (exchangeable meta:l ions- exchangeab'le anions) 
totta'l exchangeable c•ations - exchangeaJble anions 
The quall't:~ty of adsorbed anions is always small and affects this valne 
appredaJbly only in eas•e of very low metal ion content. 
The dtifferences between the quautities of meta-l ioll's extracted by the 
two extmctants were mostly irregular. Dev<i>wtions were considerable in a 
few c'ases. It is likely that such fac,tors a.s unequal s•truc•ture of the soH, 
presence of roots, local activity of microorganisms, etc., are largely respon-
sib'le for them, beside analyt~c·al emors. 
There are al·so often dtifferences between the quall'titie'S of ions extracted 
by ·the same extractall't from fresh and from dried humus. Frequently a 
stronger displacement of the acetic acid pH took place when rich mull was 
extracted in the dried s·tate, and thus a higher valne for metal ions was 
found (Fig. 2). Th~s is difficult to explain, because the dominant met:a'l ion 
in the acetic aeid extracts, Ca2+, did not increase up on drying the mull 
humus. A postsible expl<anation may be that some anions (organic?) were 
rendered non-exchangeable or destroyed by: the drying, or that some strong 
acidoids were rendered inactive. There was no sure influence of drying 
the humus on the ammonium acetate pH, al•though deviations occurred; 
the quantity of exchangeable H+ was eonstid erably lowered by drying in a 
few cases. The total exchange eapacHy for cations (in exces'S over all'ions) 
was frequently somewhat increased by drying. In peat1s, according to 
Puustjärvi (1956), this valne is dependent on the way it is determined, 
as weil as on the fresh or dry state and the kind of peat (pp. 413, 425, 426, 
439, 444, etc.). Cp. below, p. 21. 
In a number ·of mulls and mors drying increased the »percentage of 
neutral.ization». Nevertheless, in the water extracts mentioned above (p. 
11), pH became lower with dried so il in a great majority of cases ( Fig. l). 
The extract.ants used tby me ('acetic acid and ammonium acetate in normal 
solution) may be regarded as less eHicient than 0.5 N barium acetate used 
by Puustjärvi (1956, 1957) to determine the exchange capaoity of the H-
peats obtained by the two methods mentioned below (p. 21). For instance, 
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Fig. 2. Extractable• metal ions, determined by acetic acid pH displacement with fresh and 
dried portions of the samples, on ignition loss basis. 
it has been stoated that l N ammonium chloride is iruferior to barium chio-
ride (Kaila & Kivekäs 1956 pp. 238, 241; Kivekä•s & ~aHa 1957 pp. 47-48). 
lt seemrs safer, after all, to speak of e:xtractable c•ations instead of ex-
changeable carf:ions. 
Metal ions were determined in other aliquots of the fiHTates. Owing to 
risk of fungaJ growth, these can be s•tored only for a week or two at room 
temperature but for some months in a refrigerator. 
Calcium. Ca was determined as oxalate (permanganate t'i:tration), by 
flame photometry (the resul•ts may be slightly low owing to very small 
amounts of sulfate and phosphatte present), or by versena te titration. The 
last method is preferable because Mg can also be determined, but this 
method was used on only a few of the samples. 
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Calc:ium was e:xtracted from fresh humus about equally weil wäh both 
extractants. Only .in thin very Ca-rich peats developed above aquat:ic de-
posits of CaCOs, acetic acid was appmently much more powerful, hut these 
soils are e:dremely unequal in composition, containing small lumps and 
grains of CaCOs in the lower parts of the samples. In a number of samples, 
Ca was les,s weil extrac,ted from dried than from fresh humus, and thi1s 
was especial'ly the case using ammonium acet,a'te on Ca-rich peat. Ac,etic 
acid was very inefficient in e:xtmcting Oa from a few drred soils (mainly 
peats) low in Ca (no determtina:tions on fresh ma:te:ri,al are avarilable for 
comparri,son). However, there are al<so cases of poor dried mo!'1S from which 
acetic acid e:x:tmcted considerably more Ca than did ammonium acetate. 
The methods used are not suitable for soUts cont,aining CaCOs. In such 
soils, it is very difrficuH to evaluate the e:xchange capacity or the part of it 
ocoupied by excl:mngeable Ca2+ ions. If reaHy needed, total Ca and C02 can 
be determined, but for comparative ecology a humus soil found rto conrbl!in 
oalcium carbonate is usually weil enough characterized by this fact, since 
the quantity of a slightly ~soluble sollid has in i'tself little effect on plants. 
Magnesium. Mg was determined in a few samples by verserrate titration. 
Sodium. Exrtractarble Na was determined by flame photomertry (fil'1s't a 
Beckman name spectrophotometer and later a Kipp & Zonen flrame photo-
meter was used; a few determinations were made commercially). Sodium 
is generally very low, and as blank varlues were in a few cases considerable 
the irregul,arities found may pavtly be influenced by analyttical errors. Use 
of hrigh quality chemical,s and plastic bottrles is recommended. In wet pearts, 
an appreciable part of the Na+ found i's actual'ly in aqueous solurtlion (Mal-
mer in Malmer & Sjörs 1955 p. 70), but the major part is adsorlbed, even 
near 'the ,sea (unpublished data from Ireland, obtained jointly with E. 
Gorham). Exceptions, of cour~se, are the tl'ue S1al'ine soils, and probably 
some fer:tilrized sotils. 
Potassium. K was det,ermrined in the same way as Na. It wa:s about 
equaily extracted by acetic acid and ammonium acebl:te. Presence of !'oots 
may affect the K+ values, becaus'e they probabtly contain much more K 
th:an does humus. A better r:elease from deard than from still living rootlet's 
is perhaps a cause of ,the often samewhat higher K+ v,alues for dried soH. 
Potassium extraction according to Egner (1940; K. Lantbruks:s:tyrelsen 
1950) was made on some of the dried samples; the va:lues are most fre-
quently slightly lower than those wirth acetric acid or ammonium acetate 
solutions ars extractants. 
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Phosphorus. Total P was determined after combustion of a subsample otf the 
dried sample. A•lso soluble P was determined on the dried sample by the acid 
lactat·e extmction carried out commercially accovding to Egner, Köhrler & 
Nydahl (19.38; K. LantbruksstyrreJs·en 1950). Generai'ly only a sma'lJ fl'action 
of the tota:l P was soluble in Egner's lactate solu't~on. With few exceptions, 
the humus soiLs studied were low in P, burt the differences proved to be 
greater in total P content than in the lacbt'e solubrle P. On an average, 
phosphorus thus tends to be more soluble when H is scarce. These condi-
tionrs are further discussed under the various kinds otf humus. 
A few determinations of P were also made in the ammonium acetate 
extracts. The results, which are not purblri:shed, were rather variable, more 
P being dis'solved from the mol'e acid S•ampiles. 
Nitrogen. Total N was determined by the micvo-KJeldahl method on the 
dried samples, usually in duplicates. To each subsample 1.1 ml conc. H2S04 
and about 0.40 g K2S04, 0.04 g OuS04 and 0;03 HgS04 were added; diges-
tion was continued for 3 hours arter clearing. JudgiDJg from the dupHcates 
the precision is about ± 0.1 g N in 100 g ignition loss. or in one litre of soil 
(probable error greater in soils poor in humus). Macro determination would 
have given a better precision. 
lgnition loss. Borlions of the dried, srif.ted soi'l were dried at l 05 o C, 
weighed cool, and slowly ignited at dark red heat (about 550° C). lgnition 
loss was expressed as percentage of the oven-dry sample, whereas the other 
values .· were calculated from the weight in the air-dry state, an incon-
sistency (of l~ttle significanee) affecting only tho·se valnes that are pre-
sented in the Tables on the ignition loss (»humus conten t») baslis. As the 
samples are a'lways mueh richer in organic matter thran in other co'lloidal 
or hydrated substances, or carbonates, that may los·e in weright during 
igni:trion, the loss on ~gnition represents the content of organic matter f,airly 
well in these sampl;es. Some fragment of rootlets, microorg·ani•sms, etc. are 
included in the organic matter, wbich thus does not con:sist entirely of 
c~humus» in a strict sence. 
Concluding analytical remarks. To save time, the analysris of the acetic 
acid extract can be omitted (after its pH has been taken). If the ammonium 
acetate extr•act i'S analys·ed for all major cations (1including al so Mg2+), 
an acetic acid extract need not be made at all. This modified proeecture was 
followed in 1959 in the extraction of fresJh sampies (those with low num-
bel's). The sum of metal ions, and therefore al so the exchange capacity for 
cations and the percentage of »neutralization», acquire slightly different 
significance w hen d eterminred in thi·s way, which may be of importance in 
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cases of very lo w » neutralization» (see p. 23). Therefore on ly values 
obtained by acetic acid extmctrion have been entered in the Tables. 
Extraction of the dried sample can of course be omirtted if the soril has 
been extracted fresh, but it is always necessary' to dry the sample to obtain 
dry weight, loss on ignition, total N, total P, etc. 
On the other hand, exchangeable ions need to be determined on fresh 
marter'iial only in the case of waterlogged or otherwri•se very wet soils, which 
do not dry up in nature and are thus probably strongly and more or less 
irreverstbly changed on drying and expo!>ure to oxygen. Fresh soil is pre-
ferabl:e also in other cases, and it is rather a dangerous habH of soil ana-
lysts to work excclusively with dried samples. For water extract pH, in any 
case, fresh soil ought to be used, in pmticular in the investigation of peats. 
If time is available, duplication of the extraction of fresh soil is recom-
mended. Equal volumes of the extracts oould then be mixed for the deter-
mination of metal ions. 
Results 
The nitrogen, phosphorus, pH and cation values are given in Tables 1-4. 
In each Table, figures are given on both an ignition loss (humus content) 
and a volume basis. The values on a dry weight basis are not given but can 
easily be backcalculated, if desired, using either the loss on ignition, or the 
dry weight of one litre of soil. 
Mor 
Table l deals with mor. All mors are fairly acid (pH of water extract 
usually below 4.5) and show a lo w percentage of » neutralriz·atrion» ( 8-
34 % ) , whidh in severa:l ·cases is equaHy low as in ombrotrophic bog peat, and 
weil below nearly all values from mull ( Fig. 7 p. 42). The N content of 
their humus is lo w ( never over 3 %) , although the extrem el y lo w values 
oHen found, particularly in the nor•th, e.g. by Hesselman ( 1926 pp. 301-
305) and Malmström (1949 p. 108), are lackring in the present material. 
The nitrogen stored in the humus layer is generally about half as large in 
North Sweden than in the south of the country, corresponding forest vegeta-
tion types being compared (Romell in C. O. Tamm 1959, p. 517). On the 
other hand, valnes from mor in Britain (Gorrham 1953 a) are frequently 
higher. Total metal ions in excess over anions, and exchangeable Ca2+ are 
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also low, but Vlariable (higlrest valnes 36 m.eq. and 26 m.eq., respectively, 
per 100 g of humus). Contrary to the conditions in mull, the total extract-
able cations (i.e. exchange capacity for cations, as determined) are usually 
less than 100 m.eq. per 100 g of humus. 
Two samples from Gallunaheath on gneiss rock, on the Kroppefjäll bills 
of prov. Dal'sland, show high valnes for extractable cations, as weH as 
nitrogen and total phosphorus, in al'l these respects resembling mull. 
Of the three samples from »Sk,anörs ljung», a damp moor on poor quartz 
sand near the sea in S.W. Skåne, the one taken next to the sea shore shows 
f.a'idy high valnes for N, Ca2+ and Na+. But it is notable that Na+ is still 
a very subormnate ion of the e:x:clrange complex, in spite of the supply by 
spray from the sea. 
The total phosphorus content is nearly always low in mor, when calcu-
lated on the basis of ign'ition loss (humus content) or volume. (Phosphorus 
by dry weight may be higher than in many mul'ls.) Nevertheless, the phos-
phate soluble in Egner''S lactate extradant is not appreciably lower than in 
mulls. Mors, and still more mulls, are very variable in the latter respect. 
As a broad average, about 10 '% of the total phosphorus in mors is extracted 
by the lactate buffer, whereas less, and frequenNy much less, on this per-
centage basis, is extracted from mulls. Again, the Kroppefjäll Galluna heath 
samples behave as mulils. 
Mull 
The valnes for forest mulls are given in Table 2 and those for grassland 
and similar sites in Table 3. 
The lower limit for total nitrogen in muU seems to be 2.4 % of the con-
tent of organ[c matter (as ignition loss), a value that is not frequently 
exceeded in mor in Sweden. It earresponds to a C/N quotient of about 20. 
The majori'ty of mulls contain over 3 % and a few even 4 ·% or more, i.e. 
C/N about 16 and 12, respectively. 
As mentioned above, total phosphorus is usually appreciably higher in 
mulls than in mors, but lactate soluble phosphorus is not generally so. Only 
a few among the most P-r•ich samples showed higher lactate soiulble P than 
the mors, notably those from southern rich hardwood forest·s and the 
samples from dry meadow on the Archaean limestone oc.curring on the 
island of Runmarö E. of Stockholm. The lactate soluble P in mulls is 
nearly always les's than 10 % of the total (the single exception, No. 188, is 
transitional to mor), and frequently much less, even less than l % 'in five 
cases (Nos. 149, 143, 6, 7 and 178). The two methods thus give quHe dis-
parate ideas about the P state of humus. 
Mulls may be quite acid, as is weil known. In the present material, how-
4 
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ever, only rfew pH values be,low 5 are met with. The percentage of »neutra-
lization» ranges from 35 to 100 % in the present material (one value at 
33 % in Sjörs 1954 p. 120). There is among the mulls only one case of 
probable »over-neutralization», i.e. with a surplus of metal ions in relation 
to soil addorids and acids other than carbonic. Whether this mull (No. 193) 
actually contains CaCOs is uncertain, for on one hand high Ca2 + values 
were found, on the other hand pH was not high enough for a true cavbonate 
soi:l. Bo'th in this case and in a few others (Nos. 135, 207, 179, 138, 195, 
126) there is a possibillity that scatiered gvains of CaCOs may have been 
introduced into the humus horizon, for inst·ance by anima,ls such as earth-
worms or digging insects. In these cases a calcareous subsoil occurs below 
the humus 1layer sampled, which is not 'calcareous in a stvict sense. 
Such »impurities» of CaCOs also will affec't the values for total extrac-
table cations, so the »exchange capadty» will be high. lt seems certain, 
however, that the true capacity for exchanging cations may occ,astionally 
amount :to about 200 m.eq. per 1·00 g of humus in some mulls, and nearly 
always exceeds 100 m.eq., the lowest value being found in a mull tmnsi-
tional towards mor (No. 188). 
The majority of the values for total extractable metal ions and for Ca2+ 
are much higher in muHs than in mors, as expected from the higher per-
centages of »neutralization» combined with the higher exchange capaciHes. 
Nevertheless there are a few cases recorded where Ca2+ is remarkab'ly low 
in mull, a·s was also the case in some of the material presented in Sjörs 
1954 (Table 13 p. 120). 
Although there is on the whole a marked difference between muUs and 
mors in N, P, acidity, exchange capacity, total metal 'ions, and Ca2+, some 
over·lapping occurs in all these respects. 
The values for K+ are not consistentry higher in mulls than in mors. 
The southern rich forest mulls are fairly rich in potassium, as weU as in 
phosphorus (cp. ab o ve). 
Grassland mulls do not differ significantly from forest mulls in any of 
the chemical properties investtigated. 
P e at 
Since the present investigation was started, important progress in peat 
chemistry has occurred through numerous investigations, e.g. by Ramaut 
(1954, 1955 a and b, Deuse, Ramaut & Streel 1957) in Belgium, by Anschiitz 
& Gessner (1954) in Germany, by Gorham (1953 b and c, 1956, 1957, 1958, 
in prep.), Newbould & Gorham ( 1956), Newbould (1960), Mitchell (1954), 
Gore & Allen (1956), Goodman & Perkins (1959), and others in Great Bri-
tain, by Malmström ( 1952), Gorham ( 1952), MaHson & Koutler-Andersson 
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(1954, 1955), Koutler-Andersson (1960), Malmer & Sjörs (1955) and Mal-
mer (1958, 1960) in Sweden, and by the Finnish team cited in the introduc-
tion (Puustjärvi, Kaila, and others). 
A great var,iety of chemical determinations has been tes,ted, and workers 
in this field are far from agreemeut on a proper overall prooedure. The 
sensitivity of the ion exchange complex in peats to various chemical treat-
ments has proved to be greatler and more compltkated than could be ex-
pected when Brown's 'Simple method was ehosen for :the present investigation. 
However, this metbtod ha:rdly yields resul1ts that aDe inferior to other types 
of determinations of the exchange complex. A decided advantage is that it 
involves only a weak chemical treatment of the samp'les, pa:dicularly when 
appliied to fresh peat. The pH displacement due to metal cations is measured 
at a much lower pH than is the displacement due to hydrogen ions. This 
may be a serious drawback if the total ca:tion exdrange capacity proves to 
be more pH-sensitive than can be suspected from present dat·a. 
Two methods were used by Puustjärvi ( 1956 p. 412) to determine cation 
exchange capaci ty: 
»L The peat sample has first been shaken in 0.5 N hydrochloric acid in 
order to remove the hasic cations, washed with dis·tilled water unt.il free of 
chlorides, shaken in 0.5 N bar<ium acdate solution1 and filtered; the fil1trate 
was then titrated electrometrieally with 0.1 N NaOH to pH 7.» 
»2. The peat sample has been electrodialyzed and the exchange capacHy 
has been determined in a 0.5 N barium acetate solution rus before.» 
Method l invo'lves a treatment with strong acid (at pH about ·0.3) that 
may cause considerab'le change of the organic acidoids. Method 2 is less 
obj ecti:onable ( although time-consurning). N either of the two methods giv1e 
results that are str,idly comparable to the v.alues obtained in the present 
investigation, hut it seeros lil{lely that tho·se of method 2 are more com-
parable. 
For dry peats, Puustjärvi found cons~stently higher resulls with method 
l than with method 2, except for humified Sphagnum peat where method 
l yielded much lower values. Puustjärvi assumed this to be an effect of the 
high content of hemicellulose in Sphagnum peat, giving rise during decom-
position to polyuronides, which may act as part of the exchange complex. 
The most simple explarra:tion of the lower resuHs with HCl treatment seems 
to be that these polyuronides - or any type of acidoids chamcteristic of 
humified Sphagnum peat- are destroyed by strong acid. In other peats-
formed from wood, sedges, Bryales and to some extent undecomposed 
Sphagnum - this effect would be more or less absent, but other processes 
may often be present which on the cont,rary tend to create more acidoidos 
with strong aeid. The mixed origin of most peats make this evaluation 
1 pH 7.0. 
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exceeding difficult. It also seems to apply chiefly to dried peats, whereas 
fresh peats may behave in a somewhat different way (pp. 438-445). 
In the present material, which is shown in Table 4 and partly in P,ig. 7 
(p. 42), there is no case of a high cation exchange capacity in Sphagnum 
peat; this quantity, at least as determined with the present method, is of 
the same low magnitude as in mor. Govham (1953 c p. 350), using the same 
method, found 51-129 m.eq. per 100 g ash-free peat. The present material 
consists only of surf,ace peats which were mostly practioal'ly undecomposed, 
whereas the mors were generally much more humified. The »rich fen» peats 
seem frequently to have a somewhat higher exchange cap:aclity than the 
other peat's. One sample (No. 140, from a terrestdal rich fen with a meadow-
like v~egetatlion) was even comparable to a mull in this respect. Four of 
the samples proved to be »over-,s'aturated»; they were all from peats deve-
loped above J,ime deposits (oakareous tufa or fen mar'l), and Nos. 146 and 
152 at ],east corrtained visib'le lime contam:ination in spite of great care in 
sampling. In such cases, more Ca2+ than the exch1angeable ions are included 
in the analysis, and the 13igure for metal cations is greate1r than the actual 
cation exchange capacity, whiich could not be computed from the present 
analyses. 
The samp'les cover 1the entire acidity range from pine bog to cakareous 
»extremely 11ich f en» (Du Rietz 1949; s~ee also e.g. Sjörs 1948, 1952). The 
percellltage of »neutralization» i·s 16 or less in the true bogs ( ombrotrophic 
bogs: Du Rietz 1954 b p. 574). It is corrsidembly higher in the acid or poor 
f ens ( 18-55) ; the few examples are not very representaNve ones. In sam-
ples from »moderately rich fen>> (Du Rietz 1954 a p. 182; »transitional rich 
f~en» in Du Rietz 1949), a percentage of »neutralization» of 47-77 was 
found. The »extremely rich fens» ar1e all nearly completely neutralized or 
even »over-IJieutralized» (see ab o ve). The exochangeable H+ ions are of 
course inversely related to the pencentage of »neutralizaHon». 
The extractab!le me tal ions (excess over alJiions) are c'learly related to 
the vegetational sequence: 14 m.eq. or 1ess in 100 g of combustible matter 
in ombrotrophic bog, 15-49 in poor fen, 45-80 in moderately rich fen, 
93 or more in e:xtremely rich fen. More overlapping may be expe,ded in a 
larger series of observations. Thus Malmer gives slightly higher values from 
moderate'ly poor fen (Siit1e III: Malmer & Sjörs 1955 p. 69). The large 
amount of materi'al in Puustjärvi (1957) could not be considered because 
the type of vegetation was not given. Higher values for ombrotrophic peat 
are often met with in oc,eanic regions (Gorham 1949, 1953 b and c, Boat-
man 1957; Gorham & Sjörs, not yet published data rrom IretJ:and). This is 
du e to Mg2+, not to C aH. How ev er, the sums of the me tal ions determined 
by Go re & A'Men ( 1956) in a bog in the northern Pennin1es are no{ high er 
than the Swedish ones. 
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Extmctahle Ca2+ is closely relarl:ed to the above-mentioned vegetation 
sequenoe. In ombr:otrophic sites, extradable Oa2+ amounts to 13 m.eq. or 
less in 100 g of combustib'le maH·er; in poor f en to 14--41 m.eq.; in mode-
rately rich f en to 35-64 m.eq.; in extremely dch f en to 69 m.eq. or more, 
frequently much more. A;gain, mor.e overlapping may be expected in data 
from a wider range of sites. Thus Puustjärvi (1956) gives several lower 
values from undouhted rich fen in Finland, and Malmer found on'ly ahout 
8 m.eq. Oa2+ in the poor f en site Il, lawn (Malmer & Sjörs Le.). Osvald 
(1937 p. 220, from Hjertstedt) also gave examples of low Ca contents in fen 
peats. 
In three surface peats (Nos. 205, 204, 203) from the Roshult bog in Hal-
land ( described in detail by Olausson 195 7), the sum of Ca2+, Mg2+, N a+ and 
K+ is much larger than the excess of metalionsover anions (as determined 
with aoetic acid). The same, al:though to a wea:ker ex'tent, is probably true 
of the ot!her ombrrotropl:ric pea:ts, and two of the most acid poor fen peats 
as weiL This may show eHher that considerable amounts of soluhle anions 
of acids as strong as, or s'tronger than acetic acid are pre,sent as free or 
released, or that the r~ise in pH of acetic acid upon addrtion of peat is iess 
than expected from the amount of dissolved meta:l ions for some other 
reason. 
The .amounts of extractable Ga2+ and Mg2+ as weil as their ra:tio is of 
the same magnitude in the Roshult bog as in the surface peat of the Ramna 
bog investigated by Mattson & Koutler-Andersson (1954 p. 331). Both bogs 
are situated only about 20 km from the sea, but the Roshult bog is in a 
region of still higher precipation (Olausson, op.c., O. Tamm 1959 pp. 
9-10). 
Ca2+ usually constitutes the majority of >the metal ions, with the excep-
tion of mor e or less oceanlic ho g s ( Ma:Uson, Sandberg & Terning 1944). The 
Ca/Mg ratio is less than l in the RoshuU bog but much greater than 1 in 
the inland bog Bredmossen. 
The ash content of t!he surface peat is very high for ombrotrophic condi-
tians (5.3%) in the Ramna bog, which is affec:ted by draining, and sur-
rounded by a high percentage of arable land particularly to the west. The 
Roshult bog, which is enbirely undrained, is largely surrounded by other 
mires, heaths that were formerly heavily burnt, and woodland. Also the 
Roshult bog is rich in ash n ear its surface (over 7 % according to Ol1ausson 
1957 p. 37; 3.7, 3.7 and 6.6% in my samples). About 3% of ash was found 
in the inland bog Bredmossen, ca. 300 km from the Skag.er Rlak and 85 km 
from the Baltic. Only 1.3, 1.8 and 2.5 % were found in the inland bog Tisjö-
kölen (ca. 220 km from the Skager Rak and ca. 240 km from the Baltic). 
This bog is situated in a completely uncultivated district. Ash va1lues rus low 
as about 1-2 ·% occur regul1arly at 0.4 m and more below the surface even 
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in the Ramna and Roshult bogs. The high values in the top layer cannot be 
solely an eflfect of the nutrient uptake of the plant cover, hut are believed 
to be eaused by an increase in atmospheric deposition as a result of in-
dustrial and agricultural actiivHy. »Mineral matter from w~ind erosion must 
hav~e assumed much greater proportions with the development of agricul-
ture» (Mattson & Koubl,er-Andersson 1954 p. 363, 1955 p. 223). 
Potassium is frequently slightly lower in the bogs than in the fens. It 
is },ikely that som e of the K+ f o und is actually h eld in rootlets, mycorrhizae, 
mycelia, and other living matter, and the content of living material will 
influence the K+ values found. The potrassium standard of the peat humus 
itself may thus be stiil1l lower. lt is known to decrease cons'iderably down-
ward in the peat profile ( Kairia & Kivekäs 1956 pp. 244-245). 
Malmer (1958 p. 283; see al so Malmer & Sjörs 1955 p. 7 5) concludes that 
a very large part of the total K invo'lved in the biogeochemtical cyele is 
actually present in the living part of the ecosystem. The potassium condi-
tions in fens and bogs thus resemble those assumed for rainforests growing 
on l~a:ter'ite soils extremely poor in nuif:rients. 
Ma:lmer's figures for K+ in peat (1958 Fig. 2 p. 278) are genemlly lower 
than the present orres, particularly with reference to fens, which in his 
material seem to be nearly as poor in K+ a:s the bogs. 
There is not very much more potassium stored in terrestri!al humus than 
in peat. Terrest:nial humus soils and fens differ from bogs in the presence 
of a continuous addition of K+ derived directly or indirectly (via the plants) 
from weathering of minerals, or from mineral soil water seepage, hut never-
theless, the potassium held in Jiving organisms may be an essential part of 
the availiable total all,so in these ecosystems, even if only in certain cases as 
essential as in bogs (cp. Malmer 1960 p. 111). 
Phosphorus conditions in peat resemble those in mor, hut st<ill lower 
values are found part.icularly for total P. The next lowest sample in thris 
respect, No. 142, from moderately rich fen, shows the highest laC't,ate-soluble 
fraction (34 %) . Th:e four samples 5, 14, 15 and 137, also from r.ich fen, 
devia:te from the other peats in having a very small la0tate-solubie fracrtion 
(0.6, 0.5, 2.0 and 1.7 %). The »lactate P» values ~thus are extremerly low 
in these samples in ·spite of total P values ra'ther high for peat; this rela-
tion is reminiscent of mull although the P s1tandard is lower than in most 
mul<l<s. 
Kaila (1956 b and c, 1958, Kaila & al. 1957) has studied the phosphorus 
content of peats in Finland very extensively. He has shown that about % or 
usua:lly more of the total P is present as organi·c compounds in surf•ace peat, 
and still more in deeper l'ayers. The inorg;anic P, in turn, is only moderately 
soluble in wa:ter or var:ious more or less ac'id and ion-exchang;ing extrac-
tants; the solubility var.ies rather irregularly with the extractant. Unfor-
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Fig. 3. Extractable metal ions, determined by acetic acid pH displacement with dried 
samples, in relation to Kjeldahl nitrogen, both on ignition loss basis. Values from Sjörs 
1954 (Table 13; grassland mulls) inclzzded. 
tuiiJately, he has not tested Egner's lactate extraction, so the figures ob-
tained with this metod are not comparable with his results. The present 
valnes for total P are of the same magnitude as Kaila's, except in the present 
samples 14, 137 and 152, in which total P is obviously exceptionally high 
for peats, and higherthan in all surface peats investigated by Kaila. 
The total nitrogen content of peat is variable. On the whole, bog peats and 
some poor fen peats are poorer in N than the rest, but parent mater.ial, degree 
and type of humification (Malmström 1952 p. 23) and also local conditions 
effect the N percentage so cons[derably that relations to the mire vegeta-
tion types are obscured. Even in such narrowly circumscribed vegetation 
types as each of the five k~nds of treeless Sphagnum papillasurn mrires 
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Fig. 4. Total phosphorus in relation to Kjeldahl nitrogen, both on ignition loss basis. 
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s•tudied by means of five or more samples in the investiga'hion by Ka•Ha & 
al. (1957), the variation is very l arge in N, as well as in other chemical 
respects. A lrarge vari:arbi'lrity even within the ind!ividual peart groups is also 
ev.ident for instance in the great number of N determinations Iisted inKaila 
1956 c. According to him Sphagnum peat is conSiidembly and s[gnificantly 
lower in N than other peaJts, in a few cases even below l % (•two cases in 
poor fen and one in bog in the present material). Gorham (1953 c, Flig. l, 
p. 351) shows three such cases, and emphasizes the low N content of living 
Sphagnum (p. 359). In Swedish bog-peats N may be as low as 0.5% (Kont-
ler-Andersson 1,960). On the whole, .a high con'tenJt of remains of bryophytes 
or of wood tends to lower the total N percentage. 
On a large number of samples Puustjärvi (1956 p. 434) was unable to 
find a correlation between the N content and the cation exchange capacity 
of peat. If such a correlamon exrists, it woutld according to hiim be slightly 
negative. Malmström ( 1952), however, found moreN in the well-decomposed 
peats, w hi ch conltain mo re colloid matter. In the present material very lo w 
values for N are never combined wi·th high values for metal ions, nor for 
total cations. Otherwise no correlat~on exrists in perut, but probably a posi-
tive correlation o cc urs in mor ( Fig. 3). Sim !ilar condritions occur regarding 
tot•al P in relation to catrions. T'heref•ore a eertain correlwtion may be ex-
pected between P and N (see Fig. 4). 
A strong negative corre:lation was found beltween to•tal nitrogen and 
exeess base (·in ash) by Mattson & Kourtrler-Andersson (1954 p. 348; 1955) 
and by Koutler-Andersson (1960), w hen comparing samp:les from vertical 
series in ombrotrophic bog profilres. These authors state that this feature 
is not present in fens, or when comparing peat tYJpes from diff·er·ent sirtes. 
If figures for N and »excess base» in surrface peat ( 12 bogs) in Koutler-An-
derss1on 1960 aTe compared with each other, only a very unc·ertain negative 
correlation is found, so it seems that this nitrogen-'base re'lation is a feature 
in the development and •succession within .the individual ibog rrather than a 
general feature when bogs are compared with each other. 
In comparing the present results with those of other investigations it 
should be observed that the present values are computed on the ash-free 
basis, and on the nruturral volume basis, which was nort the ease in the 
Finnish investigation cited, where the volume was measured on ground 
dried samples. 
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Comparative conclusions 
In the analyticai material presented, to which in a few ca·ses the v~alues 
in Sjörs 1954 have been added, vari·ous pairs of properties could be selec,ted 
for coordinate plotting. Interdependent properties have not been plotted, 
as for ins'tance Ca2+ ions versus total catiions, or exchangeatble H+ ions 
versus »percentage of neutralization». Also d'iagrams showing no earrela-
tion at all have been omitted. 
Lt has heen avoided to plot chemic,al properties which have alre1ady been 
calculated on the ignition loss basis, agains't loss on ignition (humus con-
tent). The latter shows low valnes much more frequently in mull than in 
mor and peat. Such diagrams would therefore give the impres•sion that the 
chemioal properties of humus were related to the conltent of humus whereas 
in reality they are more consistently related to the qua<Iity or type of the 
humus layer. Some of this impression would remain, even with the different 
symbols used in the diagrams. Compare, however, Gorham 1953 a (Figs. 
4--9, pp. 133-136). 
The pub'lished diagrams are of three kinds. The first is represenrted by 
Fig. l (p. 12), for pH, and by Fig. 2 (p. 1,5), for total meta! ions. Both are 
purely met'hodical comparisons between dried and fresh samples. The se-
cond kind of diagram involves the plotting of two independent variables 
whic'h show a weak correial!ion because they both refiect the general condi-
tian of the humus. Here belong the relation of extractahle meta! ions to 
nitrogen (Fig. 3, p. 25), and the relation of phosphorus to nitrogen (Fig. 
4, p. 26), which have been mentioned above. Such diagrams show above 
aH the range of variation in each property in relation to type of humus, 
hut hardly much more. The next two diagrams (Fig. 5, p. 29, and Fig. 6, 
p. 30) show pairs of properties that are independently determined hut 
manifes'tly correl•ated hoth numerically and logically. 
Fig. 5 shows the relation of the »degree of neutralization» to pH. The 
diagram had to be made from determinations on dried samples, too few 
values from fresh soils being avaHahle. The regression Iine for dried sam-
ples i:s shown to be slightly sigmoid. Similar diagrams have been published 
by Gorham (1953 a p. 137, 1953 ·c p. 355). Gorham'·s diagrams, particularly 
the former, show predominantly lower pH values, es'pecial'ly in the ·acid 
r ange, which 'is dou'htless due to a different :pH technique ( direc:t insertian 
of the glass electrode in the nature-moist soil). 
Fig. 6 shows volume weight in relation to ignittion loss. The earrelation is 
obvious hut the regression Iine is curved. A·t both ends the correlation he-
comes weaker. A1t high val.ues of igni't~on loss, such as oocur in pure peat 
and mor with little contamination of miner,al grains, the variable content 
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Fig. 5. Percentage of neutralization (meta[ ion saturation, in excess over anions), in re-
lation to wafer extract pH. The arrows indicate »over-neutralization». Dried samples. 
Values from Sjörs 1954 (Table 13; grassland mulls) included. 
of true ash influences volume weight only sligll'tly. The latter is then chriefily 
related to the porosHy, determined by packing and sotruc,tural properties. 
On the other hand, when the humus content is smaH, the vol.ume weight 
is mainly determined by the composii't~on, te:xture and paok'ing of the mine-
ral component. But in the middle range of variation the humus content 
becomes the chief f·actor determining volume weight, although there is a 
cons'iderable scatterling which is above aH due to variation in porosi'ty, i.e. 
chief1ly the effect of structure and packing. A similar diagram is given by 
Gorham (1953 a p. 130). His humus-rich mors are samewhat heavier, i.e. 
les•s porous. 
From volume weig.ht and percentage organ~c matter, the porosrity may 
be roughly es:timated. A1ccording to the present material, the average poro-
sity of Swedish humus soils rises considerably with the humus content. If 
we assume a specific gravity ·of 2. 7 for the mineral component and slightly 
over l for the humus material, the porosity would be about 65-70 % 
at 10 %, 75% at 20 %, 80% at 35 %, 85% at 60 %, 90-95% at 80% 
and higher ignition los,s. In undecomposed Sphagnum peat the porosHy may 
occasionally be as high as 97 %. The porosity of mors may e:xceed 90 % ; 
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Fig. 6. Volume weight of air-dry soil in relation to loss on ignition. Lines indicating 
approximate parasity have been inserted, as well as a curve showing position of samples 
containing 100 g humus per litre. Three values from Sjörs 1954 (Table 13; grassland 
mulls) included. 
The content of humus per unit voiume, whlich can easily be ca:lculated 
from the Tables or from the valnes in Fig. 6, is vari31ble, hut the mean 
value does not differ much in var.ious krinds of humus layer, being about 
10'0 g per l in mul'ls with about 12-20 % ignHiion loss and also in many 
more or less pure mors. Romeli (193'2 p. 165) s-tated s•imUar valnes. In soHs 
of medium humus per·centage by weight, the humus content by volume is 
normally somewha-t hi.gher ( 120 to 130 g per l). Occasional'ly the humus 
content may be as high as about 15·0 g per l. Owing to l:Jiigh poros-ity it may, 
on the other hand, be as low as about 35 g per l in cevtain peats. If the 
humus percen:tage by weight is very low (less than 10 % igruitrion loss), the 
c•ontent by volume is of course also low, but only exceptionally less than 
50 g per l in soils that still can be regarded as »humus layer». 
These cons'iderations, regarding both porosity and humus content by 
volume, apply of course onlly to the top layer that has been sampled. 
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N o tes on sampling si tes 
Some of the sites have been characterized by vegetation analysis and exami-
nation of the .soil profi:Ie, whereas for others only short field notes have been ta-
ken. The inequality of the notes makes it impossible to give a full treatment with, 
for instance, full species lists or vegetation tables. Also consideration of space 
makes it necessary to reduce the material to a few concise statements. Oniy the 
general nature of the vegetation and soil is given. Total omission of such data in a 
paper on humus chemistry would reduce its value f.or ecological purpose consider-
ably. 
Mors 
Table 1 p. 44. 
130. Jämtland, Åre, Högåsen N. of Enafors, upper subalpine region, treeless wet 
mountain moor similar to a bog, but humus layer too shallow to be strictly ombro-
trophic. Hummock with Loiseleuria procumbens, Empetrum hermaphroditum, 
Getraria nivalis; 19 cm of mor on bleached fine sand. 
183. Skåne, »Skanörs ljung» on the Falsterbo peninsula between Öresund and the 
Baltic, northern part, Galluna and Erica tetralix moor with deep sandy mor on 
quartz sand. 
198. South of preceding, in the midcHe of the open moor. 
197. Near south shore, but still on the moor. Sandy mor. 
202. Halland, Tönnersjö, 1.2 km W. of Esmared. Galluna vulgaris, Vaccinium 
vitis-Maea, Pleurozium Schreberi, scatiered pine, birch and Molinia. 7 cm of mor 
on 8 cm dark A1. 
206. Halland, Veinge, 1 km W.N.W. of Mästocka. Treeless heath. Almost pure 
Galluna with Pleurozhzm. 3-4 cm of mor, lower part sandy. 
190. Skåne, Långaröd or Fränning·e, N.E. of VaHarum. Gallww, some Vaccinium 
vitis-idaea, Pleurozium. 
177. Dalsland, ödeborg, steep S. edge of the hills »Kroppefjäll» N.E. of ödegård. 
Galluna heath with Deschampsia flexuosa, Pleurozium, Gladania rangiferina and 
silvatica (agg.), few additional species ( e.g. G ar ex ·digitala, Silene rupestris). Thin 
mor on gneiss rock. 
176. Dalsland, Sundals-Ryr, Sjöbotten, 2 km N.E. of preceding, similar but with 
richer additional flora, e.g. Potentilla erecta, Ajuga pyramidalis, Fragaria vesca. 
171. Dalarna, Lima, Tisjölandet. Pin e lichen forest: Galluna, Vaccinium vilis-
idaea, Gladania silvatica (agg.) and rangiferina, Plezzrozium, Getraria islandica. 
Thin mor on sandy glacial tilL Podsol. 
145. Ångermanland, Ramsele. Pine forest with Vaccinium vitis-i.daea, Galluna, 
Empetrum hermaphroditum, Maianthemum bifolhzm, Pleurozium, Dicranum poly-
setum (= D. undulatum), D. scoparium, Gladania rangiferina. Thin mor on sand. 
P o d sol. 
13. Västmanland, Västerfärnebo, Hedåker. Pine lichen forest with Galluna, Vacci-
nium vitis-idaea, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, Gladania rangiferina, silvatica (agg.) 
and alpestris, Getraria islandica, Dicranum polysetum. Thin mor on gravel on top 
of an esker. 
184. Skåne, örkened, Nyteboda. Tall spruce forest, wet part with Polytrichum 
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commune, Sphagnum Girgensohnii and parvifolium, some Vaccinium myriiilus 
and vitis-idaea, more than 10 cm of mor on glacial till. 
185. Same locality, not wet. Hylocomium splendens, Dicranum majus, some Rhy-
U.diadelphus loreus, Bazzania trilobula and Polytrichum formosum. No field layer. 
Mor on till rich in boulders. 
2. Dalarna, Garpenberg, between Bengtsbo and Getmo.ssen. Spruce forest, typi-
cal Vaccinium myriiilus undergrowth (with Deschampsia flexuosa, Melampyrum 
pratense, Pleurozium, Hylocomium splendens, Dicranum majus, see also Samuels-
son 1960 p. 83 and Table IV nos. 1-2). Mor on pods·olized till. 
150. Jämtland, Hammerdal, Fyrås. Spruce forest with Vaccinium myrtillus, 
Linnaea borealis, Deschampsia flexuosa, Hylocomium splendens, Barbilophozia 
lycopodioides, Ptilium crista-castrensis. 6 cm of mor on pods10lized UH (probably 
originally calcareous bu t leached free of carbonate). 
164. Dalarna, Lima, S. shore of Lake Tisjön, small bill with Betula pubescens 
wood; scattered spruce, much Vaccinium myriiilus and Hylocomium splendens, 
deep mor on coarse till, podsolized. 
182. Skåne. Söderåsen at Skäralid (n ear Koppar hatten), beech forest of »heath» 
type, lacking undergrowth. 4 cm of mor below much leaf Iitter, on sandy till 
w hi ch is only slightly pods·olized (this is south of the region of re gul ar podsoliza-
tion in S.W. Sweden). 
201. Halland, Breare d, Skällsås. Quercus petraea (hybrids?), som e Betula verru-
cosa, spruce and beech, Rhamnus frangula, Vaccinium myrUllus and vitis-idaea, 
Deschampsia flexuosa. About 4 cm of mor on sandy grave!, distinctly podsolized 
hut A1 rather thin and irregular. 
186. Skåne, Vånga, Dyneboda. Quercus petraea and hybrids, Vaccinium myrtil-
lus, Deschampsia flexuosa, scattered Galluna and patches of Hylocomium splen-
dens and Pleurozium. Much oak litter, F layer mor-like, H layer more mull-like, 
sandy, with same earth-worms. Signs of activity of males. Mineral soil sandy, 
slightly podsolized. 
Forest mulls 
Table 2 p. 46. Mostly with earth-worms. 
4. Dalarna, Garpenberg, Bengtsbo. Spruce forest with Vaccinium myriiilus and 
numerous Iow herbs (e.g. Rabus saxatilis, Oxalis acetosella, Anemone hepatica 
and nemorosa, Viola riviniana); bottom layer with Hylocomium splendens, Pleu-
rozium, Dicranum majas, Mnium affine, Rhodobryum roseum, Girriphyllam pili-
ferum. 5 cm of sandy mull on thin hurnous sand on top of till; brown earth 
profile; the sit e is rather mo ist in we t seasons hut har dl y flushed. Forest de-
veloped from wooded pasture (Samuelsson 1960 p. 86; campare his Table V nos. 
5-8). 
6. Dalarna, Garpenberg, Fransbo. Spruce forest with pine and hardwoods, e.g. 
young Fraxinas excelsior, Alnas incana, Viburnum opulus. Rich under-vegetation 
(33 species in field layer, 12 bryophytes, e.g. Melica nutans, Deschampsia caespito-
sa and other grasses, Garex vaginala, pallescens and digitala, Filipendula ulmaria, 
Girsiam heterophyllum, Anemone hepatica and nemorosa, Plagiochila asplenioides, 
Cirriphyllum piliferum, Sphagnum warnstorfianum. Deep mull with well-developed 
F and H layers, on sandy mineral soil; brown earth profile; site seasonally 
flushed. Forest developed from mown meadow (probably park-meadow) via 
wooded pasture (Samuelsson 1960 p. 90-91 and Table VIII no. 2). 
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173. Dalarna, Lima, Bodarna (near Lake Tisjön). Below Sarbus aucuparia on 
otherwise o pen hay-meadow (see grassland mull, no. 172). Geranium silvaticum, 
Alehemilla spp., Desclwmpsia caespitosa, Agrostis tenuis; few mosses (Hyloco-
mium pyrenaicum, RhyUdiadelphus squarrosus, Rhodobryum roseum noted). 
Sandy mull. 
141. Jämtland, Frostviken, between Lakes Jormvattnet and Blåsjön, subalpine 
region at about 700 m, medium snow cover, flushed. Betula pubescen:s ssp. tar-
tuosa scattered, with scrub of the same, B. nana, Salix lapponum and Juniperus 
communis. Fieid layer C'odominants: Vaccinium myrtillus, Geranium silvaticum, 
Trollius europaeus, Empetrum hermaphroditum, Deschampsia flexaosa and Viola 
biflora; numerous other species, e.g. Anemone nemorosa, Saussurea alpina, Coelo-
glossum viride, Gnaphalium norvegicum, Bartsia alpina, Thalictrum alpinum, 
Polygonum vwzparum; among mosses e.g. Hylocomium pyrenaicum. Weil 
humified dark sandy humus (no mull structure, as earth-worms are lacking at 
this altitude) graduaHy passing into hurnous sandy till chiefly fmmed from 
schist. 
154. Jämtland, Hammerdal, Fyrås. Mixed forest (mainly spruce and Betula pu-
bescens) with Vaccinium vitis-idaea, Lastrea dryopteris, Rubus saxatilis, Equise-
tum scirpoides, some Aconitum septentrionale; moss chiefly Hylocomium splen-
dens. Dark humus containing black carbonized fos.sil arganie matter from the 
alum shales, no. 153. Therefore, only part of the ignition loss represents recent 
humus. 
153. Subsoil of preceding. Weathered alum shales near a brook; almost black, 
with fine texture hut containing fragments of the shales; the latter with an 
igni tio n loss of 11 %. 
136. Steep edge of the alum shales between Fyrås and Änge. Mixed spruce and 
birch; grazed lush field layer: Filipendula ulmaria, Geranium silvaticum, Stellaria 
nemorum ssp. montana, Tussilago fw·fara, Deschanzpsia caespitosa etc.; an outpost 
locaUty for Carex atrata. 9 cm of typical mull on 8 cm of les.s typical, passing into 
hurnous mineral soil (B horizon), hardly podsolized and weil flushed by fair ly 
calcareous water. 
149. Near preceding, less flushed, and not grazed at present. Dense, medium tall 
Aconitum septentrionale, sub-dominant very tall Miliunz effusum (235 cm), nume-
rous other species. 7 cm of typica:l mull on 12--17 cm of less typical, passing into 
hurnous gravelly soil. No podsolization. 
135. Below preceding, strongly flushed, close to a weil. Very dense and tall 
Aconitum (230 cm, in late summer even 260 cm), Urtica dioeca (180 cm), Filipen-
dula ulmaria, stellaria nemorum ssp. montana, Heracleum sphondylium ssp. sibiri-
cum (Sjörs 1956 Fig. 85 p. 159). Dark wet mull between boulders, with decreasing 
humus content extending down to at least 40 cm, water-logged below 20 cm; no 
podsolization or other sign of weathering. The water is calcareous. - Further 
data on the Fyr ås localities in Sjörs 1950 (p. 28). 
143. Jämtland, Frostviken, Jormlien. Montane spruce-forest, grazed; opening 
with Aconitum, Geranium silvaticum, Stellaria nemorum ssp. montana, Crepis 
paludosa, Ranunculus platanifolius, Lactuca alpina, Polygonatum verticillatum, 
Milium, etc. Deep mull containing earth-worms (rarely found in montane sites). 
188. Skåne, Vånga, Brotorpet Beech forest with some aspen; Anemone nemorosa, 
Deschampsia flexuosa, Luzula pilosa, Dicranum scopariunz, Hypnum cupressifor-
me; Hedera grows near-by, hut moister. Mull transitional to mor. 
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200. Halland, »Frodeparken», near Slättåkra. Thinned beech, with Desehampsia 
flexuosa, Anemone nemorosa, Oxalis aeetosella. 15-20 cm of poor mull; deep 
brown earth profile. 
181. Skåne, Tolånga, Anklam. Beech forest with Galium odoratum, Maianthemum 
bifolium, Oxalis aeetosella, Viola reiehenbachiana, Polytriehum formosum. Sandy 
mull. 
180. Skåne, Högestad, Lyckås. Beech forest with richer flora than the preceding, 
e.g. Lamium galeobdolon and (only scattered) Mereurialis perennis. Sandy mull. 
189. Skåne, Degeberga, Forsakar. Beech forest with Lamium galeobdolon, Oxalis 
aeetosella, etc. Gravelly mull. - N. B. The richest types of beech forest are not 
represenled in the material. 
1. Dalarna, Garpenberg, Hässlen. Dense hazel scrub (formerly park-meadow); 
field layer dominants Maianthemum and Oxalis; rich flora, e.g. Anemone hepatiea, 
Milium effusum, Viola mimbilis, Palmonaria offieinalis ssp. obseura (northern 
outpost). Typical mull on till; brown ,earth profile. Compare Samuelsson 1960 
p. 116. 
7. Dalarna, Garpenberg, Realsbo hage. Thinned, young hardwood forest, no 
longer grazed (formerly a wooded pasture); with Fraxinus, Betula pubeseens, B. 
uerrueosa and Al nus glutinosa (.4. ineana and spruce being exterminated). Very 
rich in species (about 150 vaseular plants and more than 30 bryophytes); at 
sampling site dominant Carex uaginata, Anemone hepatiea, Bubus saxati/is and 
patches of Bhytidiadelphus triquetrus. About 10 cm of mull gradually passing 
in to sand and fine sand (till partly covered by sediments). Part of locality season-
ally flushed; brown earth profile. 
191. Skåne, Dalby, Dalby hage (see Lindquist 1938 b). Sampling site near beech; 
Anemone ranuneuloides and nemorosa, Corydalis eaua, Mereurialis perennis, etc. 
Deep typical mull gradually passing inta clayey till. 
207. Same near Ulmus glabra, the same field layer plants plus Banuneulas fi-
earia. 
179. Skåne, Benestad, örup. Ulmus glabra forest, under-vegetation as preceding, 
hut pure Mereurialis at sampling site. Deep, typical hut slightly stony mull, subsoii 
probably calcareous. 
208. Skåne, Hardeberga, Fågeisång. Between Quereus robur, Tilia eordata, 
Prunus padus, etc.; field la y er Anemone ranuneuloides and nemorosa, M ereurialis, 
Banuneulas fiearia, Corydalis caua, Lamium galeobdolon, Gagea lutea, etc. Deep, 
typical but gravelly mull. 
193. Same but moister. Petasites albus dominant, with Chrysosplenium alterni-
folium. Banuneulas fiearia, etc. Deep, wet, samewhat sandy mull, subsoil probably 
calcareous. 
8. Dalarna, Garpenberg, Hässlen. Alnus ineana thicket with rich hygrophilous 
flora (see Samuelsson 1960 p. 107 and Table XI p. 111). Wet sandy to silty mull of 
poor structure on ston y, silty subsoil (brook sediment). Not podsolized. 
187. Skåne, Vånga, Kasseboda . . 4lnus glutinosa swamp, flushed, fairlyrich vege-
tation with Bubus idaens, Oxalis aeetosella, etc. Wet mull, with sediments of sand 
incorporated. Non-calcareous. 
192. Skåne, Dalby, Dalby hage, near brook. Alnus glutinosa, Fraxinus exeelsior, 
Ulmus glabra, Bamwculus fiearia, Urtica dioeea, A.egopodium podagraria, Chrysos-
plenium alternifolium, Filipendula ulmaria, etc. Dark plastic wet mull, subsoil 
probably calcareous. 
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Grasslands mulls 
Table 3 p. 48. Earth-worms were noted in nearly all cases. 
194. Skåne, 1.5 km N.E. of Dalby, pasture with Juniperus and Calluna. Sample 
from grassy parts, with Festuca ouina, Galium saxatile, Luzula campestris, Ane-
mone nemorosa, Pseudoscleropodium purum, etc. Sandy, poor mull, samewhat 
similar to mor in top part, on non-calcareous till. Brown earth profile slightly 
leached near surface. 
134. JärnHand, Hammerdal, Fyrås. Mown grassland of poor type, with Festuca 
ouina, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Deschampsia flexuosa, much Hylocomium splen-
dens, etc.; 4 cm S-layer (moss and litter). 9 cm of mull with poor structure, 
passing into clayey, stony till. Brown earth profile. 
172. Dalarna, Lima, Bodarna near Lake Tisjön. Open grassland near sample 173 
(Table 2, forest mull). Agrostis tenuis, Deschampsia caespitosa, Veronica chamae-
drys, Alehemilla spp., Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus, etc. Sandy mull. Subsoil pod-
solized. 
151. Jämtland, Hammerdal, Fyrås. Grazed dry meadow. Deschampsia caespitosa, 
Polygonum uiuiparum, Trifolium repens, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Botrychium 
lunaria, multifidum and lanceolatum, Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus, Polytrichum 
juniperinum, Torlula ruralis, etc. Very thin mull on fine-sandy till, sl,ightly pod-
solized. 
139. Between Fyrlis and Ånge. Dry grassland with moderately rich flora. An-
thoxanthum, Nardus, Festuca ouina, Hypochoeris maculata, a few Gymnadenia 
conopsea, Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus, etc. 5-8 cm of mull on gravelly soil, 
distinctly podsolized hut A horizon incorporated into the mull. 
148. Same locality, above no. 149 (Table 2, forest mull). Similar to the preced-
ing: Anthoxanthum, Agrostis tenuis, Deschampsia flexuosa, Arrhenatherum pubes-
cens, Hypochoeris maculata, Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus, etc. 15 cm of mull grad-
ually passing into till (somewhat clayey); brown earth profile. 
147. Near 139. The same three dominant grasses as in 148 hut still richer in 
species (45 vaseular plants, 11 mosses in 20m2), e.g. Carex pallesc·ens, C. digitala, 
Listera ovala, Selaginella selaginoides, Hypochoeris maculata, Parnussia palustris, 
Thalictrum alpinum, Briza media, Planlago media, Thuidium recognitum, Abieti-
nella abietina, Hylocomium pyrenaicum. Very deep rooting. 11 cm of mull very 
gradually passing into gravelly soH. Brown earth profile, with rust-coloured B 
harizon hut no proper podsolization. 
144. Fyrås. Dry meadow dominated by Trifolium medium, otherwise of the 
same vegetation type. Thin mull on gravelly till rich in shale, probably brown 
earth profile. 
138. Near nos. 139 and 147, less dry, vegetation dorninated by Cirsium hetero-
phyllum, Vicia siluatica, Agrostis tenuis, Hylocomium spiendens and pyrenaicum. 
Rich in other species, e.g. Thalictrum alpinum, Hypochoeris maculata, Arrhena-
therum pubescens, Potentilla Crantzii, Selaginella selaginoides. Soil similar to 
no. 147. 
129. Uppland, Djurö, Runmarö (40 km E. of Stockholrn), near Lake Vitträsk. 
Dry meadow, with Festuca ouina, Galiu·m uerum and boreale, Filipendula uulgaris, 
Gentaurea jacea, Hypericum perforatum, Linum catharticum, Rhytidiadelphus 
squarrosus. Mull on shallow soil resting on Archaean limestone. Cp. nos. 126-128 
below. 
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2H9. Skåne, Köpinge, Mjö. Dry meadow; dominants Festuca ovina, Arrhenathe-
rum pratense, Gamptothecium lutescens, Thuidium Philiberti; among other species 
Potentilla heptaphylla and Tabernaemontani, Ranunculus bulbosus, Thymus ser-
pyllum, Polygala amarella. Mull very deep, passing into mineral soil at about 45 
cm, lower part with some CaCOa; concretions of CaCOa at about 50 cm; also a 
rust-coloured horizon at about 60 cm; subsoil strongly calcareous (chalky) sand. 
Vegetation and soil profile recorded by S. Waldheim. 
195. Öland, Vickleby, on the Alvar. Dry meadow, grazed, alvar type (cp. Albert-
son 1950 p. 304), with e.g. Globularia vulgaris, Oxytropis campestris, Helianthe-
mum oelandicum, Sedum rupestre, Visearia alpina, Prunella grandiflora, Orchis 
mascula, ustulata and sambucina, Anthyllis vulneraria, Galium triandrum, Phleum 
phleoides, Arrhenatherum pratense, Anemone pr.atensis, Silene Izutans, Polygala 
comosa, Filipendula vulgaris, Garex flacca, Rhytidium rugosum, and many others. 
Shallow brown, powdery, sandy insect mull, on very low grave! ridge resting on 
flat Iimestone. Brown earth profile calcareous from 10 cm downward. 
175. Dalsland, Sundals-Ryr, Sjöbotten (n ear no. 176, Table 1). Geranium 
sanguineum rock-meadow, with Juniperus, Galluna, Agrostis canina ssp. montana, 
Melica nutans, Origanum vulgare, Hypericum perforatum, Sedum telephium, etc. 
Shallow dark humus on rock (gneiss, partly schdstose?). 
178. Dalsland, ödebor g, ödegård, n ear no. 177 (Table 1), hut similar to the 
preceding. In addition e.g. Vicia cassubica. 
126. Uppland, Djurö, Runmarö, near Lake Vitträsk (cp. no. 129 ahove). Sedum 
album, Bromus mollis, Draba muralis, Saxifraga tridactylites and granulata, Wood-
sia alpina, Abietinella abietina, etc. About 4 cm of humus on Archaean limestorre 
rock. 
127. Same locality. Festuca ovina vegetation with Arrhenatherum pubescens, 
Saxifraga granulata, Galium verum, Planlago lanceolata, Rhytidiadelphus squar-
rosus, Glimacium dendroides. About 10 cm of humus on the same rock, sample 
from upper part (1--4 cm). 
128. Lower part of the preceding (6-10 cm, more sandy). - N.B. These three 
soils were very heterogeneous, as seen from the variable and inconsistent valnes 
for total metal ions and Ca2+. 
Peats 
Table 4 p. 50. 
165. Dalarna, Lima, Tisjökölen. Pine bog: Vaccintum vitis-idaea, myrfillus and 
uliginosum, Betula nana, Pleurozium, etc. Sample at about 10 cm. 
166. Same hut lacustrine (eroded bog shore); Galluna and Pleurozium domi-
nants. 
10. Dalarna, Avesta, Bredmossen (Sjörs 1948 p. 180). Marginal pinewood zone 
of the bog. Betula nana, Ledum palustre, Rzzbus chamaemorus, Galluna vulgaris, 
Eriophorum vaginatum, Vaccintum uliginosum, vitis-idaea and myrtillus, Gladonia 
rangiferina and silvatica (agg.), Pleurozium, Dicranum Bergeri, etc. 
167. Tisjökölen, hummock; Gallzma, Empetrum sp., Rubus chamaemorus, Erio-
phorum vaginatum, Sphagnum fuscum, Pleurozium, etc. 
12. Bredmossen, hurnmock; Galluna, Rubus chamaemorus, Gladonia rangiferina 
and silvatica (agg.), Sphagnum fuscum, etc. 
205. Halland, Tönnersjö, Roshultsmyren, hummock; Empetrum nigrum, Sphag-
num imbricatum, etc. Cp. Olausson 1957. 
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168. Tisjökölen, hollow; Trichopharum caespitosum, Sphagnum balticum, etc. 
11. Bredmossen, hollow; Eriophorum vaginalum, Scheuchzeria palustris, Sphag-
num cuspidatum, balticum, tenellum, etc. 
204. Roshultsmyren, hollow; Eriophorum vaginatum, Myrica gale, Sphagnum 
magellanicum, tenellum, cuspidatum, etc. 
203. Not far from preeecting but under Eriophorum angustifolium and close to 
Narthecium ossifragum (these two plants do not normally grow in ombrotrophic 
bogs in Sweden, as they do in W. Europe; in Sweden Myrica is a bog-plant only 
in the S.W.). 
196. Skåne, Skanörs ljung (n ear no. 197, Table 1), a w et depression with, e.g., 
Erica tetralix, Malinia coerulea, Carex panicea, Rhynchospara alba and fusca, 
Deschampsia setacea. 
3. Dalarna, Garpenberg, Igeltjärn. Quaking poor fen on a tarn. Carex limasa, C. 
lasiocarpa, Menyanthes, Scheuchzeria, Rhynchospara alba, Eriophorum vagina-
tum, Sphagnum apiculatum, Dusenii, papillosum, rubellum, etc. Wet, very soft and 
almost unhumified peat. 
9. Bredmossen, the »lagg» or fen zone between the bog and the adjacent mineral 
soil. Carex lasiocarpa, rostrata, limosa, nigra, Sphagnum Dusenii, apiculatum, etc. 
170. Dalarna, Lima, S.W. shore of Lake Tisjön, strongly sloping and flushed fen. 
Menyanthes, Carex rastrata, Sphagnum pulchrum, Lindbergii, etc. 
169. Not far from preceding. Strongly flushed upper margin of sloping fen. 
Menyanthes, Carex chordorrhiza, nigra, canescens, magellanica, Equisetum silva-
ticum, Pedicularis sceptrum-carolinum ( exceptional in poor fe n!) Sphagnum par-
vifolium, centrale, riparium, ieres, etc. 
174. örvikskölen, E. .shore of Lake Tisjön, slightly sloping fen (intermediate 
between poor and rich as to species composition), with iron ochre deposit:s. 
Molinia, Trichopharum caespitosum, Carex dioeca, Selaginella selaginoides, Sphag-
num warnstorfiannm, parvifolium, subfulvum, etc. - Records from nos. 170 and 
174 in Malmer & Sjörs 1955 (p. 55). 
5. Dalarna, Garpenberg, Fransbo. Swamp forest with spruce, Molinia, Carex 
vaginala, etc., see Samuelsson 1960 (p. 105 and Table X no. 1). 
14. Dalarna, Garpenberg, Rafshyttan. Rich swamp forest forming margin of a 
small fen, no. 15. Rich flora, e.g. Picea, Alnus glutinosa and incana, Salix pen-
fandra and aurita, Rhamnus frangula, Crepis paludosa, Filipendula ulmaria, Carex 
vaginala, echinata, flava, dioeca, Parnassia palustris, Cirsium palustre, Mnium 
Seligeri, Gallierganella cuspf.data, Climacium dendroides, Sphagnum warnstarfia-
num. Highly decomposed woody fen peat. 
15. Same locality, open centre of the fen. Carex lasiocarpa, panicea, clwrdorrh-
iza, limasa, Trichophorum alpinum, Peucedanum palustre, Utricularia inter-
media, Campylium stellatum, Sphagnum warnstorfianum, Drepanocladus inter-
medius, Scorpidium scorpiaides, etc. Less decomposed wet peat. 
142. Jämtland, Frostviken, between Lakes Jormvattnet and Blåsjön, .subalpine 
region, sloping, strongly flushed fen. Trichoplwrum caespitosum, Bartsia alpina, 
Molinia, Thaifetrum alpinum, Carex vaginala, capillaris, flava, Viola biflara, 
Ranunculus acris, Drepanocladus intermedius, Campylium stellatum, etc. (rich 
flora). Shallow, strongly decomposed peat on .san dy till, which is waterlogged, 
almost free from humus and not podsolized. 
140. Jämtland, Hammerdal, Fyrås, Vikbokälen. Rich wet spruce forest; Geranium 
silvaticum, Rubus saxatilis, Vaccintum vitis-idaea, Anemone hepatica, some .4cani-
tum septentrionale, hundreds of flowering Cypripedium calceolus, etc.; Rhytidia-
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delphus triquetrus and other mosses. Shallow (10-18 cm deep), peaty humus 
with F and H zones (the former 3 cm; sample from the latter, taken between 3 
and 7 cm); the humus resting on samewhat clayey till. 
163. Jämtland, Hammerdal, Forsflon (between Finnhariset and Lake Solbergs-
vattnet). Centre of fen- but with scattered trees, very rich vegetation with much 
Cypripedium, Filipendula ulmaria, Carex dioeca, Equisetum palustre, Crepis palu-
dosa, Saussurea alpina, Sphagnum warnstorfianum, Tomentypnum nitens, etc. 
(38 vaseular species noted); on fairly deep peat. 
162. Wooded margin of preeecting fen; site for Epipogium aphyllum. 35 vaseu-
lar .species and 17 mosses noted, e.g. Filipendula ulmaria, Crepis paludosa, Saussu-
rea alpina, Listera cordata, Coeloglossum viride, Sphagnum warnsiorfianum, 
Mnium spp., Philonalis fontana, Tomentypnum nitens, Helodium Blandowii. 35 
cm of peat, lower part woody, upper part (sample) medium decomposed. 
137. Between Fyrås and Änge, fen-meadow with Bartsia alpina. Other plants, 
e.g., Equisetum palustre, scirpoides, Deschampsia caespitosa, Eriophorum lati-
folium, Carex capillaris, vaginala, Saussurea alpina, Gymnadenia conopsea, Palu-
della squarrosa, Mnium Seligeri, Tomeniypnum nitens, Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus. 
About 30 cm of moist peat with slight mull structure in upper part (sample be-
tween 3 and 7 cm). 
155. Fyrås, near Blekmyrbäcken. Sloping meadow-fen, very rich in species, e.g. 
Molinia, Filipendula ulmaria, Crepis paludosa, Potentilla erecta, Pedicularis scept-
rum-carolinum, Polygala amarella, Carex {lava, capillaris, vaginala, capitata, Poly-
gonum vfviparum, Tomentypnum nitens, near-by also Ophrys inseciifera. About 30 
cm of peat, lower part calcareous. 
146. Jämtland, Hammerdal, Änge. Sloping wet meadow-fen, very rich in species, 
e.g. much Gymnadenia conopsea, Carex dioeca, Saussurea alpina, Equisetum 
scirpoides, Thalictrum alpinum, Listera ovata, Carex capillaris, Primula farinosa, 
Eriophorum latifolium, Tomentypnum nitens, Cratoneurum falcatum. About 5-8 
cm of peat on a mixture of calcareous tufa and wet clayey marl. 
152. Fyrås, Blekmyrbäcken. Scanty but rich vegetation, e.g. Polygonum vivipa-
rum, Deschampsia caespitosa, Carex capfllaris, Anemone nemorosa, Climacium 
dendroides. Only 2-3 cm of peaty humus on pure lime deposited from spring 
water. 
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Degree of 
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Fig. 7. Five properties of the humus samples, shown for six types of humus lager. In 
eaeh group the rows represent (1) mor, (2) mull, (3) ombrotrophie (bog) peat, (4) 
minerotrophie peat from poor fen, (5) do. from moderately rieh fen, (6) do. from extre-
me;ly rieh fen. In (2) the mull values in Sjörs 1954 (Table 13) are ineluded. All values 
reJfer to dried samples, exeept a jew eases Ca2+ had been determined only in freshl 
samples. The arrows represent ealeareous soils from whieh earbonute was dissolved by 
the extraetants, and thus non-exebangeable caleium ions were released in addition to ex-
ehangeable ions. In extremely rieh fen, the ammonium aeetate treatment had not dis-
solved mueh earbonute Ca2+, eontrary to aeetie aeid whieh gave some very high ealcium 
values (see Table 4). 
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Summary. 
Samp'les, usuaUy of known volume, have been obtained from the humus 
layer of Swedish natural soils, representing a great variety of sites and 
covered by various types of natural or semi-natural vegetation. The tyipes 
of humus layer considered are mor (Table l p. 44), mull (T ab les 2 p. 46 
and 3 p. 48), and superficial peat (Table 4 p. 50). Extraction analyses have 
been made on both fresh and dried samptes (see Figs. l and 2). The chem'i-
cal properties determined (see T'ables) are given in relation to 100 g humus 
(as ignition loss), and to l l of volume. No great differences exist between 
these two ways of ex pression, for humus eontent per litre (see Fig. 6 and p. 
30) varies only between about MO and 35 g in the humus layer, the majority 
of cases f~Uinrg close to 100 g (higher at medium humus percen:tage by 
weight). 
There is a marked differen;ce between mors and mulls in N, P, acidity, 
total exlractab1le cations (ion exchange capacity), total extractahle metal 
i·ons in excess over anlions, and extractahle Ca2+, altlmugh som e over:Iapping 
occurs ( F'ig. 7). The difference is par:ticulady .shar·p in »degree of neutrali-
zation», with a boundary at 33-35% for Swedish samples (Brown's 
method). As seen from Fig. 7, a numlber of mors are ful'ly comparable to 
the offilbrotrophic bog peats, notorious for the~r high aciidi:ty and low 
nutrient standard. 'f.here seems to exist a lower limi1: for total N in Swedish 
mulls at about 2.4% of the organic matter. In peats, conditions are more 
variable. Total P and total extractablle cat~'ons (ion e:xcchange capacHy) are 
similar in peats and mors. N is more variab'le in peat, depending greatly on 
the parent materiat Acidity ( particulad y degree of neutraliz,ation), total 
metal ionrs, and extractable Ca2+ are (in Sweden) very clearly related to the 
vegetational sequence ombrotrophic bog - poor fen - moderately rich fen -
edremely rioh f en (see cited p a pers by Du Rietz). Potassium is low in 
a~lmost all sampiles of peat, as weH as in m::>rs and most mul'ls. · 
Amon'g the diagrams, Fig. 5 shows the relation between pHin water 
extract and pef\centage öf :meutraliiz.ation». Fig. 6 gives vo:lume wcight in 
relation to loss on ignition. From these data rough .est.imations of the poro-
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Table 1. Mor 
Upper row: fresh sample. Lower row: dried sample. Left figure: in 100 g humus (as 
ignition loss). Right figure: in on e litre of soil. The double fig~l'es' represent determina-
tions in 1 N acetic acid/1 N ammonium acetate extracts, respechvely. 
Loss P, mg 
Locality Weight on ign. N, g 
l 
pH g fl % Total Egtu)r 





-{ - - -Skanörs ljung, northern 24.3 2.0 66 5 3.9 
{ - - - - 5.5 Do., central ·················· 54.4 1.8 44 !'i 4.4 




- - 4.3 Esmared heath 
············ 68.7 1.8 2.1 102 115 1l 13 4.~ 







- -Vallarum »fälad» ......... 56.0 2.2 2.7 128 156 -' 1[, .18 4.0 
l - - - - - - -- - -Kroppefjäll, on gneiss rock )394 43.6 2.4 4.2 270 470 5 9 3.9 
( - - - - - - - - -Do., l'icher flora ............ \362 31.7 3.0 3.5 350 400 5 6 4.2 
_, 
- ... Pin e lichen forest ... ~ { - - ' 3.8 Tlsjölandet 92.8 ' 3.8 ·················· 99 
00 :' --
{u5 











-Hedåker ........................ 87.8 1.5 2.2 
--
87 123 7- 10 ---' -_3.9 









--- -- - --Do._, Hylocomium ......... 89.6 1.4 1.3 7-8- : 71 '00 9- 9 3;8 
.. ... _ 




{ - 4:5 -- -Fyr ås 
··························· 74 91.4 4.6 
Bi re h woodland 
f 3.7 - -Tisjön 















- - - 4.4 -skällsås ..................... 83.4 2.0 2.2 122 140 21 24 -
{225 
-
- - - - -
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l Extractable cations in milliequivalents 
l 
l K+ 



















- - - - -· -
-
- ~ --




- - - - -
,_ 
--. -
90 64 26 26 l 17 ( 1.4 l 1.1 2.4 l 2.4 1.7 
65 73 60 67 5 6 8 l 11 9 l 12 415 fl /_6 0.4 0.4 2.3 2.6 - -
7,6 85 61 69 15 16 ',.8 l 6 9 l 7 - - - - 0.3 l Q.3 0.3 l 0.4 2.3 / 2. 7 2.6 l 3.1 2.2 2.5 
68 82 53 64 15 18 7 l 8 8 l 10 7 l 6 '.JIS 0.2 l 0.4 0.21 l 0.4 2.o.j<2.7 2.4 /3.2 -














100 121 86 105 i4 l6 7 l 3 8 l 4 0.~ l 6..4 0.6 l 0.5 2.Y) 3 .. 4 3.,5 l i.l 2.4. 3.o 
~ ~: 
-
- - - - -






111 192 94 162 17 30 5 l 
-, 
6 8/11 0.5 l 0.3 O. Y /0.5 l.o l 1.3 1.1 L 2.a 1.2 .2.0 
-
-
- - - - - -
-
-
- - -' - - -
- - -
134" 153 98 112 36 41 14 l 17 16 l 20 0.3 l 0._6 0.410.7 1.8 l 2.6 2.o l 3-o 1.6 1,9 ' 
- - - - - - -
- - -




65 59 53 49 12 11 6 l 9 6 l 9 O.fl l OA 0.2 l 0.4 3.2 l 3.7 l 3.0 l 3.4 
--
12 l 14 ----.,.- -- - 18 19 13 l ,l \J 'r---' - - -









- - - -














- ----;- - r ,_ 












-sa· 77 76 70 8 7 3 l 2 3 l 2 0.4 l 0.5 0.4 l 0.4, 2.1 I 2.1 1.9 /1.9 1.7 1.6 
- - 93 77 - ~ 14 l 11 3 2· 1.2 l. o 1.7 1.4 - -
91: 75 so 65 12 9 -
' 
- -- - -
-· 
~ 
- 2.o;. J.7 
- - -
- 34 23 14 l 16 10 /ll - - - -
' . 








































78 63 67 53 12 9 . 8 l 10 7 l 8 0.4 l 0.5 0.4 l 0.4 1.711.8 L>~ l L4 1.4 1.1 
r 
--
62 71 50 57 12 14 .. 6 l 6 7 l 7 7_1 4 7 l 5 0.2 l 0.3 0.2/0.4 0.6 l 2.1 0.7 /2.4 - -
64 73 50- 58 13 15 5 l 4- 6 l 5 - - - 0.5 l 0.3• 0:5 l 0.4 3.4 l 3.6. . 3.9./4.1 3.0 _; 3.5 
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Table 2. Forest mull, and related types of humus 
Upper row: fresh sample. Lower ro w: dried sample. Left figure: in 100 g humus (as 
ignition loss). Right figure: in one litre of soil. The double figures represent determina-
tions in l N acetic acid/1 N ammonium acetate extracts, Jespectively. 
Weight Loss 
P, mg 
Locality g fl on ign. N, g l 
pH 
o/o Total Egner 




- 5.8 Garpenberg, Bengtsbo ... 568 15,5 3.7 3.3 290 260 s 7 4.5 
Garpenberg, Fransbo ... - - - - -- - - - 6.1 274 31.8 2.8 2.4 200 176 l 1 5.0 





Bodarna, Geranium silv. 569 22.3 3.1 3.9 470 590 7 9 5.2 






J orm, Trollius, Va cc. m yrt. 271 46.4 3.6 4.5 340 420 s 11 5.2 





Fyr ås, very dark mull ... 185 54.5 2.5 2.5 2SO 280 21 21 4.9 
Do., subsoil of 154 ......... - - ·- - - - - - 6.2 
1137 1S.9 1.4 3.0 540 1160 12 25 5.6 
Do., Carex atrata loc. - - - - - - - - -... 
644 19.6 3.0 3.8 350 440 9 11 5.8 
Do., Aconitum, Milium ... - - - -- - - - - 6.5 
665 21.2 3.3 4.5 760 l 070 5 7 5.8 
Do., very tall Aconitum ... - - - - - - - - -
500 23.7 3.9 4.7 530 630 11 13 7.2 
Sprzzce forest w. tall herbs { 
- -
--
- - - -
- 6.4 
J ormlie n, Aconitum ...... 477 22.5 2.4 2.6 4SO 520 4 4 6.4 
Beech forest { - - - - - - - - -Brotorpet ..................... 1S3 42.7 2.6 2.0 129 102 15 11 4.2 
Frodeparken - -- - - - - - - 4.6 ............... 
664 15.0 2.9 2.9 2SO 2SO 12 12 4.8 
A nk lam - - - - - - - - -........................ 
674 6.9 3.7 1.7 570 260 13 6 4.8 
Lyckås - - - - - - -- - -........................ 
7.9 3.4 1.9 S70 4SO 17 9 5.2 694 
Forsakar - - - - - - - - -..................... 
453 13.5 2.4 l.4 530 330 24 15 5.7 
Hazel grove 





726 13.8 3.4 3.4 350 350 6 6 4.8 
Mixed hardwood forest l - - -- - - - - - 6.1 
Realsbo hage, with ash ... 614 13.6 3.5 2.9 2SO 230 3 2 4.9 
Dalby hage, beech, Mercur. - - - - -- - - - 6.1 
' 
S50 10.1 3. 7 3.1 700 600 34 29 5.4 
Do., elm, Mercurialis ...... - - - - - - - - 7.2 
666 12.0 3.0 2.4 630 510 55 44 6.6 
örup, elm, Mercurialis - -- - - - - - - -... 
S27 7.9 3.7 2.4 l 090 710 47 31 6.7 
Fågelsång, Mercurialis - - -- ~ - - - - 6.2 ... 525 20.0 3.1 3.3 620 650 16 17 -
Do., Petasites albus - - - - - - - - 7.0 ...... 774 11.9 3.1 2.9 640 590 23 21 6.8 
Alnus incana wet wood-
land { - - - - - - -- - 6.0 H ässlen 
························ 
347 45.7 3.1 5.0 270 430 3 4 5.1 
cilnus glutinosa wet wood-
land { - - - - -- - - - -Kasseboda .................. 509 19.7 3.1 3.1 450 450 6 6 4.8 
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Extractable cations in milliequivalents K+ 
l l Metal l l l l 
m.eq. 
Total H+ (excess) Ca2+ Mg2+ N a+ K+ Egne r 
-
- 120 106 - - 46 40 10 9 2.4 2.1 2.1 1.8 - -
131 116 83 73 48 42 - - - - - - - - 1.4 1.3 
- - 51 44 - - 45 40 8 7 1.1 0.9 1.1 0.9 - -







-- - - - -- - -
- - -
- - -
114 145 47 60 67 85 43 l 37 54/ 47 0.5 l 0.5 0.6 l 0.6 2.2 l 2.7 2.8 l 3.4 2.2 2.7 
- - -
- 75 95 39 l H5 49 l 44 - - - - - - - -
120 152 45 57 75 95 39 l 39 49 l 49 0.5 0.6 4.3 l 3.7 5.4 l 4.6 3.3 4.2 
-
- -
- 66 67 50 l 50 50 l 51 - - - - - - - -
103 104 50 50 53 54 56 l 67 57 l 67 0.3 0.3 3.6 l 4.4 3.5 l 4.4 2.3 2.3 
- -
- - 92 197 83 l 88 178 189 - - - - ·- - - -
110 236 26 57 84 179 911 89 197 191 0.3 0.7 l.ll 1.9 2.3 l 4.0 1.6 3.4 
-
- - -
- - 97 l 91 122 115 - - -- - - -
196 248 36 45 160 203 94 74 119 94 0.6 0.8 4.8 6.0 4 .. 0 5.1 
-
-
- - 134 183 109 109 148 148 - - - - - -
201 273 13 17 188 ~56 130 104 177 142 4.1 5.9 5.6 l 8.o 3.6 5.o 
- - - -
-
- 219 202 251 240 -- - - - - -
228 270 o o 228 270 199 180 235 213 0.5 0.6 2.3 2.7 2.1 2.4 
-
- - - 148 158 112 102 123 112 - - -- - - - - -






- - - - -
-
- - - - -
86 67 51 40 35 27 20 l 16 15 l 12 0.4 l 0.8 0.3 l 0.2 4.9 l 4. 7 3.9 l 3. 7 3.4 2.7 
92 92 60 60 32 32 111 12 11/ 12 15 l 6 15 l 6 0.6 l 0.4 0.6 l 0.4 2.5 l 1.9 2.5 l 1.9 - -









- - - -
-
-
163 75 92 42 71 33 44 l 46 20 l 22 0.8 0.4 3.5 l 2.6 1.6 l 1.2 2.5 1.2 
-
-- - - - -












-- - - - - --
- - - -
122 75 33 20 89 55 711 58 43 l 35 0.6 l 0.9 0.4 l 0.5 5.4 l 5.7 3.3 l 3.5 3.8 2.3 
--
- 144 144 - - 62 62 4 4 2.8 2.8 4.0 4.0 - -
144 144 83 83 61 61 - - - - - - - - 2.2 2.~ 
--
- 91 76 - - 30 25 3 3 l. o 0.9 2.3 1.9 - -
146 122 72 60 74 62 - - - - -- -- - - 3.1 2.6 
170 147 52 45 118 101 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
184 158 55 48 129 110 124 l 122 106 l 104 2.2 l 1.7 1.9 l 1.4 7.2 l 8.3 6.2 l 7.1 4.7 4.0 
158 126 11 9 147 117 165 l 181 132 l 145 28 l 25 22 l 20 0.7 l l.o 0.6 l 0.8 8.8 l 11.4 7.1 l 9_1 -- -











292 190 13 8 279 182 224 l 205 146 l 134 1.8 1.2 11.7 l 9.5 7.u l 6.2 8.9 5.8 
123 128 33 34 90 94 76 l 93 79 l 98 0.6 l 0.8 0.6 l 0.9 7.0 l 9.1 7.5 l 9 5 - -
145 152 30 31 115 121 95 l 65 100 l 74 1.5 l 0.5 1.6 l 0.5 5.8 l 5.1 6.0 l 5.4 3.1 3.3 
207 191 o o 207 191 -- - - - - - - - - ---- - -
- - weak. neg, 270 250 286 l 252 263 l 232 1.8 1.2 4.9 l 3.3 4.5 l 3.0 2.4 2.2 
- ·- 48 77 - - 52 83 2 4 l. o 1.6 0.7 l. l -- -













117 117 66 66 51 51 7 18 7 18 Lo l 0.6 l.o l 0.6 2.2 l 1.9 2.211.9 1.5 1.5 
135 157 17 19 118 138 - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 3. Mull from grassland and other open sites 
Upper row: fresh sample. Lower row: dried. sample. Left fi!ure: in 100 g humus. (as 
ignition loss). Right figure: in on e Ii tre of so Il. The double f1g?.res represen t determina-
tions in 1 N acetic acid/1 N ammonium acetate extracts, respectively. 







l. Grassland poor in herbs { - - -- - -- - - - 4.7 Dalhy »fälad», gr~zed ... 827 14.0 3.4 3.9 410 480 27 31 4.4 
{ - - - - - - - - -Fyr ås, mo w n 2.0 610 510 20 16 5.1 ............... 824 10.1 2.4 
{ - - - - - - - - 5.3 Bodarna, mown ··1··,·.······· 679 19.3 2.6 3.5 400 520 11 15 5.0 
Grassland rich in ihe·rbs 
' 
- ' { - - - - - - - - 5.4 Fyrå~, Botrychlu·m' .~ ....... 506 19.1 4. 7 4.5 420 400 27 26 5.0 
{ - - - - - - - --Do., Hypochocris, : podsol 647 21.o 2.7 3.7 180 240 9 12 5.2 
' Il 
' 5.n { - - -- - _, - - -Do .. do., brown · earth ... 668 18.1 3.1 3. 7 500 610 7 8 5.0 
{ - - - - - - - - 6.0 Do., do., do., rich ~lo r il ... 570 18.5 2.8 '1 2.9 270 285 8 8 5.8 
l { -- - - - - - - - 6.2 Do., Trifolium 'medium ... ,, 19.4 2.9 3.4 380 440 14 16 l 5.5 l 600 
{ - - - - - - - - -Do., Vicia silvatica .-..... 781 16.3 3.1 4.0 230 290 7 10 6.6 
{ - - - - --Rimma rö .••••••••••••• ·' ~~ •••• o' 12.3 3.9 620 27 5.3 
5.0 { - - ·- -- - - - -Mjö ··························· 790 17.5 3.1 4.3 410 570 12 17 5.5 
,,, 
-{ -- ' -- - - - - - -Vickleby alvar ............ 900 13.5 4.2 f\,. l 710 860 8 10 6.3' 
Rock-meadow on gneiss 
Kroppefjäll, Geranium { - - ' - - - - - -sRnguineum 413 37.1 4.4 6.7 420 645 8 13 5.3 
·················· 
{ -- - - - - - -'-- --Do., Vi cia cassubica ······· 307 50.0 3.2 5::o 330 530 3 4 5.8 
-. l \ ~-
-
.!Jock-meadow on lime-




-no., Festuca o vina·, uppe 460 ,, 30 6.1 61 4.3 
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Extractable cations in milliequivalents K+ 
l l 
M et al 
l l l 
m.eq. 




- -- - -
-
- - -
- - - -
-
- -
124 1-;14 74 86 50 58 41 11 5 l 13 0.6 0.7 3.o l 2.4 3.4 l 2.7 1.9 2.3 
- - - - -
- 75 l 69 63 l 58 ·- - - - -- -











115 150 39 51 76 99 23 l 18 30 l 23 0.8 l 0.7 l.o l l.o 2.1 l 2.3 2.8 l 3.0 l 1.9 2.5 
- - -· - 86 83 55 l 54 54 l 52 - - - - - - l - -






- 58 l 60 79 l 82 - - - - - -




- - 10i- 123 61 l 60 76 l 72 - - - -- - -
144 174 55 67 89 107 63 l 55 771 67 0.2 0.3 2.8 2.8 l 1.6 .. 2.0 
-
~ - - 125 132 99 l 100 104 l 106 - - - - - - - -
178 188 32 1 34 146 154 112 l 102 118 l 108 l. o 1.1 4.8 l 4.0 :i.1 l 4.2 2.8. 3.o 
-
- - - 141 164 115 l 125 134 l 146 - - - -- - - - -




- - 147 l 133 187 l 169 - ·- -- -






177 62 115 98 l 83 2.ö 
l 0~6 l 0.5 131 181 34 47 97 134 126 l 118 174 l 163 0.8 l 0.7 l.fi l 1.6 2.1 l 2.3 - -




- - - - -
- - - - - --
-
-











- l - -




- - - -
-
- - - - - - -
- - - -
-




- - - l 
l' -





123 16 107 104 l 96 1.6 
-
-
r - - -
-
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Tabl.e 4. Peat 
Upper row: frcsh sample. Lower row: dried sample. Left figure: in 100 g humus (as 
ignition loss). Right figure: in one litre of soil. The double figures represent d-etermina-
tions in l N acetic acid/1 N ammonium acetate extracts, respectively. 
Weight Loss 
P, mg 
Locality on ign. N g 
l 
pH g fl , % Total Egner 
Ombrotrophic bog { - - 3, 7 Tisjökölen, pine bog ...... 85 97.5 3.8 
Do., lacustrine f - - -- -- 4.1 
············ t 80 94.7 6 7 4.2 
Bredmos sen, pin e bog { - - - - - - - - 4.4 ... 100 97.0 1.2 1.2 46 45 5 5 3.4 
Tisjökölen, hummock { - - 4.3 ... 41 98.7 4.0 
Bredmossen, hummock { - - - - - - - - 4.7 ... 65 97.2 0.9 0.6 35 22 4 3 3.7 
Ro•hulbmyceu, hummuek l - - - - ·- - - - 4.2 121 96.3 1.5 1.7 47 54 8 9 4.0 






...... 79 97.0 1.1 0.8 36 28 3 2 3.8 
Ro•hnlt•mycen, hulluw ···1 - - - - - - - - 4.0 83 96.3 1.5 1.2 41 32 6 5 -






- 4.2 ang., 162 93.4 2.5 3.7 59 89 7 11 3.9 
P o or ( acid) ten - - -- - - - - - 5.3 
Skanörs ljung, depression 170 71.1 2.0 2.4 63 71 5 6 4.5 
lgeltjärn, quagmire { - - - - - - - - 5.2 ······ 40 96.6 0.8 O.s 31 12 4 2 4.2 
Bredmossen, »lagg» { - - - - - - 5.3 ...... 45 94.5 0.9 0.4 53 22 4.1 
;~:!ön,···s-~~:.~~~: .. ~!-~~~-~~~ { - - ' 53 36 94.2 5.0 
Do., do., Pedic. sceptrum- { - - 5.1 carolinum 
····················· 
44 92.4 5.0 
Do., in termedia te f en ...... { - - -37 95.4 4.7 
Moderately r ich ten 
l 
5.7 Fransbo, wet forest - - - - - - - -...... 124 59.7 2.2 1.6 141 104 l l 4.7 
Rafshytta n, wooded f en - - - - - - -- - 6.7 
margin 
························ 
190 65.8 2.9 3.7 225 280 l 2 5.s 
Rafshyttan, o pen f en ...... - - - - - - ·- - 6.1 86 81.1 2.4 1.7 115 80 2 2 5.3 
.T orm, subalpine, Bartsia - - - - - - - - 5.8 240 45.7 3.9 4.3 32 36 11 12 5.4 
Extremely rich ten, 
Fy rås { - - - - - - - - 6.9 W et forest, Cypripedium 186 82.9 2.0 3.t 109 182 14 21 6.8 
O pen f en, Cypripedium ... - - - - - - - - 7.3 92 93.1 1.8 1.6 88 76 14 12 6.6 
Wooded fen margin, Epi- - - -- - fi.8 
pogium ........................ 104 93.4 18 18 6.5 
Fen-meadow, Bartsia ...... - - - - - - - - -233 63.5 2.4 3.6 180 270 2 4 6.5 
Meadow-fen, Care x ca pi- - - - - 7.5 
ta ta ........................... 139 89.1 11 14 6.4 
Do., Gymnadenia, on lime - - 7.8 34 84.9 7.0 
Do., thin peat on lime ... - -- - - - - - - 7.6 
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Extractable cations in milliequivalents K+ 
l l 
M et al 
l l l l 
m.eq. 
















85 71 77 ()4 8 7 3 l 8 2 l 7 0.9 l 0.4 0.7 l 0.3 2.2 l 2.6 u l 2.2 
_, 
- -
- -- - --~ -- - -
-
--
- - - - - -
79 59 ()7 50 12 9 12 l 13 ~J l 10 0.4 l 0.4 0.3 l 0.3 1.2IU 0.9 l l.4 
-
- 78 76 - -~ l) G l 1 0.6 O.ri 1.o 0.9 




~- ----· -- -- - - - -
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